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PREFACE 
The present dissertation entitled "A study of polynomial of 
Several variables" is submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirement 
for the degree of Master of Philosophy in Special functions. 
The dissertation is a systematic study and survey of the available 
literature on the Polynomial of Several variables. 
The topic covered in this dissertation have been selected 
according to the need for my research programme. There are no new 
results derived by me as such, but the recent research that is included 
in this dissertation is likely to be the part of my future research work. 
The dissertation is spread over five chapters. Each chapter is 
divided into number of sections. Definitions and equations have been 
numbered chapter wise. The section number is followed by number of 
equation e.g. (2.3.4) refers to 4"^  equation of 3'^ '' article of 2"^ * chapter. 
Chapter-I covers a comprehensive account of the historical 
origin of various polynomials and the upto date developments made in 
these areas. This chapter contains some preliminary concepts and 
important well known results needed in the subsequent text. The 
chapter also briefly introduce q-polynomial, Biorthogronality and 
Generating function relations and its applications in different fields of 
science and technology. 
Chapter-II concerns a study of the Lagranges polynomials of 
several variables. Certain results involving these Lagranges 
polynomials of two, three variables and their q-analogous have been 
introduced. Basic formula, generating function and some main results 
for Lagranges polynomials for two and three variables have been 
discussed. Also, the chapter represent some results of q-Lagranges 
polynomials of two and three variables. 
Chapter-Ill deals with the study of languerre polynomial of two 
variables, three variables and m-variables. A finite sum property, 
integral representations and generating function for Laguerre 
polynomials for two and three variables have been discussed. Finally, 
the chapter introduces Laguerre polynomial of m-variables and give its 
generating functions, integral representations and a finite sum property 
similar to two and three variables. The chapter is concluded by giving a 
multinomial operational representations of Laguerre polynomial of m-
variables. 
Chapter-IV is the generalization of Konhauser's Biorthogonal 
polynomial Z"(x;k) to two variables Z"'^(x,y;k,p) by M.A. Khan and 
Khurseed Ahmad [61]. Certain generating functions, Schlafi's contour 
integral, fractional integrals and derivatives, Laplace transforms, 
Integral representations ad a finite sum property for the polynomial 
Z"-^(x,y;k,p) have been discussed in this chapter. 
In Chapter-V linear and multiple generating functions for 
various systems in several variables are given. This chapter address the 
problems concerning Hermite, Laguerre and Jacobi polynomials and 
also give a brief discussion of Linear and multiple generating function 
involving Laurent series for several variables by using series 
rearrangement technique. 
CHAPTER-1 
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT 
1.1 INTRODUCTION: 
Theory of special function play a pivotal role in mathematical 
analysis, physics, engineering and allied science, In addition to the 
elementary functions such as x", e^, log x and sin x, "higher function" 
both transcendental (Such as Bessel functions) and algebraic (Such as 
various polynomials) came under the category of special function. 
These function commonly arise in such areas of application as heat 
conduction communication systems, electro-optics, quantum mechanics, 
approximation theory, probability theory and electro circuit theory, 
among others. 
Seventeenth century England was the birthplace of special 
functions and considered as one of the oldest branch of analysis. The 
history of special functions is closely connected to the problems of 
terrestrial and celestial mechanics that were solved in eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries, the boundary value problems of electromagnetism 
and heat in the nineteenth, the Liegroup theory and the eigenvalue 
problems of quantum mechanics in the twentieth century. 
Special functions provide a unique tools for developing 
simplified yet realistic models of physical problems, thus allowing for 
analytic solution and hence a deeper insight into the problem under 
study. It attracts a great deal of interest of several researcher, among 
them are the work of John Wallis, Euler, Gauss, Legendre, Laplace, 
Bessel, Jacobi, Hermite, Laguerre, Secondly by Riemann, Chebyshev, 
Whittaker, Watson, Ramanujan, Appell, Regab, Hardy, Lebder, 
Erdelyi, Bailey etc. and continuously refined by new achievements and 
suggestions within the context of applied sciences. 
1 
This chapter contains a basic element of special functions in the 
study of various polynomials of several variables. However, the 
definitions and examples treated here are only those which are used in 
out present work, thereby lying the groundwork for the treatment of 
problems in the chapter to follows. 
1.2 DEFINITION, NOTATIONS AND RESULTS USED: 
Frequently occurring definitions, notations and results used in 
this dissertation are as given under. 
The Gamma Functions: 
The gamma function is defined as: 
r(z) = jt'-^e-'dt,Rliz)>0 0 (1.2.1) 
. ( 2 + 1 ) 
r^^,Rl(z)<0,z^0,-l,-2,.... 
Pochhamer's Symbol and the Factorial Function: 
Pochhamer's symbol (A,)„ is defined as: 
n \ _ |/l(/l+l)(/l+2) (A+/)-l), 1/n=l,2,3,... ( 1 2 2 ) 
Since (1)„ =n!,(/l)„ may be looked upon a generalization of elementary 
factorial. In terms of gamma function, we have 
W „ = ^ 1 ^ , ^ ^ 0 , - 1 , - 2 , . . . (1.2.3) 
1 {A) 
The binomial coefficient may now be expressed as 
( . )_ ^(^-1) U-n + l) _ (-1)"(-A)„ ^^2^^^ 
nl nl 
Also, we have 
( / l ) - „ = - f ^ , n = l,2,3,....,/i^0,±l,±2,. 
Equation (1.2.3) also yields 
which, in conjunction with (1.2.5), gives 
(-i)*W„ 
Wn-, = (i-;i-«), , 0 < k < n 
For, X = \, we have 
(1.2.5) 
(1.2.6) 
( -« ) * = ' 
(-1)*"! 
0 ,k>n 
Q<.k<.n 
Legendre's Duplication Formula: 
In view of the definition (1.2.2), we have 
2n, (;i)2„ = 2^"(A/2)„ 'A+i ,« = 0,1,2,. 
Jn 
(1.2.7) 
(1.2.8) 
which follows also from Legendre's dupliation formula for Gamma 
function, viz 
V^ r2z = 2^'-'r(z)r(z + l/2),z^0,-1/2,-1,-3/2,.. . (1.2.9) 
Gauss Multiplication Theorem: 
For every positive integers, we have 
fA + y-O 
W..n=m'""Y\ ,« = 0,1,2,. 
i=\ \ "^ Jn 
(1.2.10) 
which reduces to (1.2.8), when m=2. 
The Beta function: 
The beta function l3{a,/3) is function of two complex variables 
a and (3, defined by 
J3ia,j3) = 
j /«-' (1 - / )^ - ' dt, Rl{a) > 0, Rl{/3) > 0 
r(a) TiJS) 
(1.2.11) 
T{a + J3) Rl(a) < 0,Rl{/3) <0,a,j3* -1,-2,-3,.... 
The Generalized Hypergeometric Function: 
The generalized hypergeometric function is defined by 
P .Wh...A^\ „f„ (A)„(^,)„ (A,)„ n\ (1.2.12) 
where, p^ ^0,-l,-2,....;j = l,2,-,q 
The Series in (1.2.12) 
(i) Converges for Iz|<00 i f p < ^ 
(ii) Converges for |z|<l if /? = ^  + l, and 
(iii) Diverges for all z,z^O if p>q + \ 
Further, a symbol of the A(k,a) stands for the set of ^ parameters. 
a a + ] a + k-\ 
f 
p+k q+r 
•L(6).,A(r,)S), 
n=0 
Mn(^2)n-'(.^p)n 
^a^ fa + l^ fa + k-\^ 
V/cy «V k Jn k )„ 
Z" 
n\{b,)„{b,)....{h)„ y^Uy^ + l 
\r )„ 
( \ 
\ r Jn 
yg + r - 1 
(1.2.13) 
Appell's function of two variables are defined as: 
F,{a,b,b';c;x,y]= f M t ^ i - ^ k ^ ^ ; , ' " ^ " (1.2.14) 
max|jx|,|>'|]<l; 
F,[a,b,V-c-x,y]= X ^inin^^hn^x"'y" (1.2.15) 
\x\ + \y\<\; 
F3[a,a',^>,6;c;x,>']= 2^ —— x y (1.2.16) 
max[)x|,|3^|]<l; 
A/M,VI7I<I. 
Lauricella (1893) further generalized the four Appell's functions 
F^,F^,F^,F^ to functions of ^-variables 
Fj"^[a,6,,...,6„;c,, ,c„;x,,...,xj 
mi .....m„=o (c,)„, (c j^^ m,\ m„\ 
I X, I+...+1 A:J< 1, (1.2.18) 
F^"^[a,,...,a„;Zj,, ,6„;c;x,,...,xJ 
maxjx, |, |x2|,..., |xj}<l (1.2.19) 
F^"\a,b;ci, ,c„;x,,...,xj 
" (a) (b,) r'"' Y"'" 
_ •"^ V /m|+...+OT„v l''mi+ +m„ •*•] -^„ 
m,,..m„=o (c,)„, (c j^^ m,!'"w„! 
•S[M+ + ^ fM<^ (1-2.20) 
max{|x|, , | x j } < l (1.2.21) 
Clearly, we have 
F^-F F^^^=F F^^^=F F^^^=F 
^A ~^B ~^C ^D 2^\ 
Also, we have 
F^^^[a,b^,b2,b-i;c;x,y,z] 
^ f ici),,^,„{b,),{b,)„{b,)„x' y"' z" ^2.2 22) 
k,m,n=Q 
(c)^ .^^ +„ k\ ml n\ 
Just as the Gaussian 2^1 function was generalized to F by 
increasing the number of numerator and demonator parameters, the 
four Appell's functions were unified and generalized by Kampe de 
F'eriet (1921). Who defined a general hypergeometric function of two 
variables. 
The notation introduced by Kampe de F'eriet for his double 
hypergeometric function of superior order was subsequently 
abbreviated in 1941 by Burchnall and Bhaundy [90]. We recall here the 
definition of more general double hypergeometric function [than the 
one defined by Kampe de F'eriet] in a slightly modified notation (See, 
Srivastava and Panda [98]). 
I'jtrji 
{ap):{bq)-lcj^y. 
= 1 
r\ s\ 
where for convergence 
(i) p + q <l + m + \,p + k <l + n + \,\x\<co,\y\<cc, or 
(ii) p + q = l + m + l,p + k-l + n + \, and 
| jc |" ' -"+|7 |" ' -"<l , /fp>/ 
max{|x|,|:>^|}<l, ( / ' p< / 
(1.2.23) 
(1.2.24) 
Although the double hypergeometric function defined by 
(1.2.23) reduces to the Kampe de F'eriet function in the special case 
q = k and m = n, 
yet it is usually referred to in the literature as the Kampe de F'eriet 
function. Similarly, a general triple hypergeometric series F^[x,y,z], 
[cf. Srivastava [86], p. 428] is defined as: 
^(3) F''\x,y,z] = F - C(3) 
•(«)::(6);(Z.');(6"):(c);(c');(c"); ^ 
x'"y"z'' (1.2.25) 
where, for convenience, 
A ( /n,«,p) = -^ p; 57 
n+p 
m+n+p ni-p 
7=1 7=1 7=1 
n(6"7)...n(^7).fi(^;)«fi(s). 
7=1 y^l ^ll ill 
G" W H' H" 
(1.2.26) 
n(^".)...n(^).n(^;)«n(^;) 
7=1 >=i 7=1 7=1 
and (a) abbreviates the array of A parameter a\, a2,....a^, with similar 
interpretations for (b), (b'), (b") etc. The triple hypergeometric series in 
(1.2.25) converges absolutely when 
\ + E + G + G"+H-A-B-B"-C>Q 
1 + E + G + G'+H'-A-B-B'-C>0 (1.2.27) 
1 + E + G+G"+H"-A - B'-B"-C"> 0 
where the equalities hold true for suitably constrained values 
I A: 1,1 jvI and \z\. 
The quadruple hypergeometric function K\\ and ^15 are defined as 
K^^{a,a,a,a',b^,b2,b^,b^;c,c,c,d;x,y,z,t) 
_ - y (^)k+m+n+p (^1 )/t (^2 )w (^3 )n (^4 h k m n.p / i 9 IR) 
K^^{a,a,a,a;b^,b2b^,b^,b^;c,c,c,c',x,y,z,t) 
y i(^)k*n,*n*pib\)k{h)„{b^)„{b^)p{b^)p ^1^ „^„^^ (12 29) 
1.3 HISTORY OF q-POLYNOMIALS: 
The study of generalized hypergeometric series both arbitrary 
and basic started in 1748 when Euler consider the infinite product 
CO 
(^•^)^ = n (1-^*"^')"' as a generating function for p(n), the number 
A=0 
8 
of partitions of a positive integers n into positive integers. These 
function play a pivotal role in mathematical analysis, physics, 
Engineering and allied science. 
^-polynomials constitute an important class of ^-hypergeometric 
function. As early as 1905, F.H. Jackson [44] studied q-Legedre and 
q-Bessel functions. Szego [99] in 1962 gave polynomials H„{x,q) and 
G„{x,q) respectively, which were found to be connected in a way 
G„{x,q) = H„{x,\lq). 
In 1944, F.H. Jackson [45] introduced q-analogue of a Laguerre 
polynomials and W. Hahn [43] in 1949, gave a fresh impetus to the 
study of q-polynomials. During 1956 to 1958 the polynomials of 
Wigert and Szego were studied as polynomials related to theta function 
by Carlitz [22, 23, 24]. 
In 1965, W.H. Abdi [9] defined the basic analogue of the Bessel 
polynomials and W.A. Al-Salam and L. Caritz [2] studied some 
orthogonal q-polynomials. Later in 1967, Al-Salam [3] made a study of 
q-Appell polynomial and L. Carlitz [27] in 1972, obtained generating 
functions for certain q-polynomials. 
During 1977 to 1989 prominent contributions in the field of q-
polynomials came from W.R. Allaway [15], W.A. Al-Salam and 
M.E.H. Ismail [4,5], D.A. Anderson, W. Milton and J.S. Dehesa [10], 
G.E. Andrews and R. Askey [12], R. Askey and M.E.H. Ismail [14], J. 
Cigler [11], C.F. Dunkl [33, 34], D.M. Bressoud [17,18], H. Exton [37, 
38, 39], M.A. Khan [46,47,48,49], D.S. Moak [73], H.M. Srivastava 
[88] and D. Stanton [105, 106]. 
In 1990, T.H. Kornwinder [68] Studied Jacobi functions as limit 
cases of q-ultraspherical polynomials and M.A. Khan and A.H. Khan 
[33] obtained some characterizations of q-Bessels polynomials. In 
1991, M.A. Khan and A.K. Sharma [55] studied q-Lagranges 
polynomials. In 1993, M.A. Khan [50] obtained some operational 
generating formulae for certain q-polynomials. In the same year M.A. 
Khan and A.H. Khan [54] gave a unification of q-BernoUi and q-Euler 
polynomials. In 1995, M.A. Khan [51] obtained some operational 
representations of certain q-polynomials. In 1996, M.A. Khan and M. 
Najmi [56] obtained two generating formula for generalized q-Rice 
polynomials which in particular cases yield many interesting results as 
well as new generating formula for other q-polynomials, and M.A. 
Khan and A.K. Sharma [57] obtained two transformations of q-
Lauricella functions into basic or q-hypergeometric functions. 
Recently, in 2003, M.A. Khan and A.R. Khan [62] extended the 
work of q-Lagranges polynomials and gave some intresting results of 
q-Lagranges polynomials of three variables. 
1.4 LAGARANGES POLYNOMIALS OF SEVERAL VARIABLES: 
Occurring in certain statistical problems, Lagranges polynomials 
were first encountered by J.L. Lagrange in 1867. Barring a few result 
by J. Devisme involving these polynomials in 1932 and 1933, the 
subject remained neglected for more than three decades until it was in 
1967 that K.C. Mittal and B.L. Sharma [70] revived interest in these 
plynomial by obtaining some formula for Lagranges polynomials. 
Later, S.K. Chatterjee [30], H.M. Srivastava and J.L. Lavoi [97] in 
1975, K.C. Mittal [71] in 1979 and H.M. Srivastava [87] in 1980 
further investigated into these polynomials. 
Lagranges polynomials, denoted by the symbol gl,"'^\x,y), are 
defined by (cf. e.g. Erdelyi [41]). 
(\-xtni-yty^=f^ gi'''^\x,yr (1.4.1) 
n=0 
10 
H.M. Srivastava [87] and H.M. Srivastava and J.L. Lavoi [97] 
established the following relationship of Lagranges polynomials with 
Jacobi polynomials. 
ia,P)/^ ,,\ - ,," „ia+P-l-fi-") g'r\x,y) = y"p^: 2x-y 
K y J 
(1.4.2) 
pr"''-"\x) = gl:'^'-'^(^,^] (1.4.3) 
and 
pi"''\x,y) = (y-xrpl-^-"'^-"{^^ 
\x-yj 
(1.4.4) 
Chatterjee [30], H.M. Srivatava [87] and H.M. Srivastava and 
J.L. Lavoi [97] gave some elegant bilateral generating relations for 
Lagranges polynomials 
In 1991, M.A. Khan and A.K. Sharma [55] defined q-analogue of 
Lagranges polynomial, and obtained some very interesting formula for 
these polynomials and pointed out that their q-analogue is an 
interesting special case of Brenke type polynomials. 
Further, in 1998, M.A. Khan and A.K. Shukla [59] introduce a 
three variables analogue of Lagranges polynomials and gives certain 
results involving these polynomials and the four Appell's functions 
F^,Fj,F-^ and F^. 
Again, in 2003, M.A. Khan and A.R. Khan [62] extended the 
work of q-Lagranges polynomials and gave some interesting results of 
q-Lagranges polynomials of three variables. 
In Chapter II, of the present dissertation a several variable 
analogue of Lagranges polynomials have been introduced and certain 
results involving these polynomials have been discussed. 
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1.5 LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS OF SEVERAL VARIABLES: 
In 1991, S.F. Ragab [79] defined Laguerre poplynomials of two 
variables L^^''^^{x,y) as follows. 
^(«,/^)(^^^)^ nn + a + \)T{n + p + \)j^ {-yYI'^^MY 
n\ ;tS r ! r ( a + « - r + l)r(y9 + r + l) 
(1.5.1) 
where L^"\x) is the well known Laguerre polynomials of one 
variable. 
Ragab also gave the following explicit representation of 
L^^'^\x,y) equivalent to the definition (1.5.1). 
" («!)' h h ( a + !),(/?+ l),rW 
In the same year S.K. Chatterjee [31] obtained generating 
function for L^"'^\x,y) from which he obtained certain interesting 
results. He also established the following general result. 
(a + l)„(fi + \)„ h r\{a + \), ' ' 
-r,-a-r; y_ (1.5.3) 
Chatterjjee also gave a particular case of general result (1.5.3) is 
as follows: 
(a + l)„(/? + l)„ U nr^-i'^-x)~{\+x) J 
= y EL ^^ (IS 4) 
^0 in-r)\(a + lU/3 + l), ^ ' ' ' 
In 1997, M.A. Khan and A.K. Shukla [58] obtained some new 
generating function, a finite sum property and integral representations 
12 
of S.F. Ragab's Laguerre polynomials of two variables. Also, in the 
same paper they also define Laguerre polynomials of three variables as 
(l + a)„(l + ^ )„(l + a 
n n-r n-r-s (—yt\ r^i/?'' 
^0 h to r\sm(\ + a),i\ + fi),(\ + r)r 
Some interesting particular cases of L^"'^'^\x,y,z) is observed 
and the following integral representation and generating function have 
been established. 
0 0 0 
X (l + ^ ) . ( l ^ / ? ) . a + / ) . i(-^./ 'w.v^)(,,,,o (1.5.6) 
(l + a + A)„(l + y9 + //)„(l + r + v)„ " 
where B(p,q) = ——-
Tp + q 
8sin(a + l);rsin(y^ + l);rsin(;^ + l ) ; r r(-a)r(-y^)r - K«!)^ 
(0+)(o+)(o+) /^  V ,, , A " 
dudvdw 
(o )( ){ ) /  , , , ' 
x j J J (-«)-«-'(-v)-^-'(-wr-'e-"-' '-"'l + - + ^ + -
« « i ^ u V wj 
(1.5.7) 
On concluding his work M.A. Khan and A.K. Shukla [60], 
introduce a Laguerre polynomials of m-variables in 1998 as follows: 
13 
= n ^ - ; # E Z •••• Z ^ ^-^ (1.5.8) 
y=l ( « ! ) " ;i=0 r2=0 r„=0 
7=1 7=1 
A finite sum property, Integral representation and generating 
function for (1.5.8) have been obtained and in the end the following 
multinomial operational representation of (1.5.8) have been given. 
m m+1 m+\ m+\ 
7=1 7=1 7=1 7=2 
\^^ J*m j*m-\ J 
m 
e-'- n ^"p 
7=1 
= («!)'"e-'-n;c;^4"""^"""'^(^P^2v..,^J (1.5.9) 
y=i 
1.6 BIORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIAL: 
In 1951, Spencer and Fano [104] introduced a pair of 
biorthogonal polynomial sets in carrying out calculation involving the 
penetration of gamma rays through matter. They utilized the 
biorthogonality of polynomials in x and polynomials in x with respect 
to the weight function x"e~'', where a is a non-negative integer, over 
the interval (0,oo). 
In 1958, S. Preiser [77] followed the work of spencer and Fano, 
determined that apart from real linear transformations only one-third 
order differential equation of the type. 
A{x)y:+B{x)y„+C{x)y„=;i„y„ (1.6.1) 
exist, such that it has biorthogonal polynomial solutions of degree in 
A:'" and the reduced adjoint differential equation of (1.6.1). 
-{p{x)Aix)z„y\{p{x)B{x)zJ-{p{x)C{x)zJ=2.„p{x)z„ (1.6.2) 
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has biorthogonal polynomial solution of degree n in x, n=0,l,2, 
A slightly extended version of the work of Preiser [76] was published 
in 1962. 
Later, in 1967, Joseph D.E. Konhauser [64], has considered two 
classes of polynomials y'^(x;k) and z^(x;k), where yl"\x;k) ia a 
polynomial in x, while z"(x;k) is a polynomial in x*, a>-l and 
k=l,2,3,.... , For k=l, these polynomial reduced to the Laguerre 
polynomials L^"\x) and their special cases when k=2 were encountered 
earlier by Spencer and Fano [104] and were subsequently discussed by 
Preiser [76]. 
Konhauser [63] describe biothogonal polynomial in the 
definition and notation as given below. 
Definition (i): Let r(x) and s(x) real polynomials in x of degree 7^>0 
and k>0, respectively. Let R„(x) and S^(x) denote the polynomials of 
degree m and n in r(x) and s{x), then R„(x) and S„(x) are 
polynomials of degree mh and nh in x. The polynomials r(x) and s(x) 
are called basic polynomials. 
Notation (i): Let [/?„(x)] denote the set of polynomials 
RQ(x),R^ix),R2{x), of degree 0,1,2,... in r(x). Let [^^(x)] denote the 
set of polynomials SQ(X),S^(X),S2(X), of degree 0,1,2,.... in S{x). 
Definition (ii): The real valued function p(x) of the real variable x is an 
admissible weight function on the finite or infinite interval (a,b), if all 
moments 
b 
I, J = j pix)[r(x)]'Mx)ydx, i,j = 0,1,2,.... (1.6.3) 
a 
exist, with 
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Io^o = l P(x)dx^O (1.6.4) 
a 
From (1.6.3) it follows that if the integral /,,y exist, J J - 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . . , then 
the integrals 
b 
J p{x)x'dx, i = 0,1,2, 
exist. 
For orthogonal polynomials p(x) is required to be non-negative. 
This requirement is necessary for the establishment of certain 
properties of orthogonal polynomial. It is found necessary to require 
that p(x) be either negative or non-positive, with /Q, O^^O, on the 
interval (a,b) 
Definition (iii): The polynomial sets [R„ix)] and [S„(x)] are 
biorthognal over the interval (a.b) with respect to the admissible 
weight function p{x) and the basic polynomials r(x) and s(x) provided 
the orthogonality conditions 
*. iO, m, n = 0,1,2,...-m^ n 
are satisfied. 
DeHnition (iv): If the leading coefficient of a polynomial is unity, the 
polynomial is called monic. 
Finally, we introduce notation for a determinant which is 
important in the development of biorthogonal polynomial. 
Notation (ii): Let A„ denote the determinant. 
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-•0,0 -'0,1 -'O.w-l 
-"l.C -"l,! ''l.fj-I 
/•' J- I • 
If p{x) is an admissible weight function then A, = /Q.O'O "^ 0 
Konhauser [63, 64] defined two classes y'^{x;k) and z'^{x;k), 
«=0,1,2,...., of polynomials of degree n'mx and x^, respectively, where 
X is real, k is a positive integer and a>- l , such that 
1- a . a. , ^ A , . fO,/or z = 0,1,2,....,«-1; 
0 ['^  0, for I = n; 
and 
"'f fO,/or j = 0,l,2,....,«-l; 
J [^ 0, /or I = n; 
for /fc=l, condition (1.6.6) and (1.6.7) reduce to the orthogonality 
requirement satisfied by the generalized Laguerre polynomial. 
If (1.6.6) and (1.6.7) hold, then 
0 [^^ for I = J\ 
and conversely. 
Konhauser's polynomial attracted a great deal of interest by 
Several researchers, for example, Agarwal and Manocha [8], Al-Salam 
and Verma [7], Carlitz [2], Karande and Patil [65], Karande and 
Thakare [66, 67], Patil and Thakare [78], A.N. Srivastava [107, 108], 
A.N. Srivastava and Singh [109], and H.M. Srivastava [89, 90]. 
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In 1999, M.A. Khan and Khursheed Ahmad [61], introduce a two 
variable analogue z"'^(x,y;k,p) of Konhauser's polynomial z'^(x;k) 
and obtain certain results involving this. 
1.7 GENERATING FUNCTION RELATIONS: 
The name generating function was introduced by Laplace in 
1812. Since then, the theory of generating function has been developed 
into various direction and found wide application in various branches 
of Science and technology. A generating function may be used to 
define a set of function, to determine a differential recurrence relations 
or a pure recurrence relations to evaluate certain integrals etc. 
Generating function play a vital role in the investigation of 
various useful properties of the sequences which they generate for 
different types of polynomials, for example, hermite, Laguerre, Jacobi 
etc. These polynomials attracted a great deal of interest by several 
researches including Srivastava [82 ,83, 84, 85] Srivastava and 
Bushman [93, 94], Carlitz and Srivastava [28], Carlitz [25, 26, 27], 
Chak [32], Erdelyi [41], Zeitlin [110], Srivastava and Panda [98], 
Madhekar and Thakare [72] etc. in the generalization of generating 
function for system in several variables. 
Linear Generating Function: 
Consider a two variable function F(x,t), which possess a formal 
(not necessarily convergent for t ^0) power series expansion in t, such 
that 
F(x,t) = X F„{xr (1.7.1) 
«=o 
where each member of the coefficient set {/„(JC)}"^Q is indeptendent to 
the set {/„(x)}, and F{x,t) is called a linear generating function. 
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This definition may be extended slightly to include a generating 
function of the type: 
G(x,0 = I C„g„(xr (1.7.2) 
where the sequence {C„}"^ o ^^V contain the parameters of the set 
g„in), but is independent of x and / . 
A set of functions may have more than one generating relation. 
00 
However, if G{x,t) = ^ h„{x)t", then G{x,t) is unique generator for the 
set {h^{x)) as the coefficient set. 
We now, extend our definition of a generating relation to include 
functions which possess Laurent series expansion. Thus, if the set 
{f„{ri)) is defined for « = 0,±1,±2,... the definition (1.7.2) may be 
extended in terms of the Laurent series expansion. 
^ ' (^ ,0=1 ; yjnixr (1.7.3) 
where the sequence {/„}"=_«, is independent of x and /. 
Bilinear Generating Function: 
It the three variables function F{x,y,t) possess a formal power 
series expansion in t, such that 
F(x,y,o = E rJr,ix)fniyr (1.7.4) 
n=0 
where the sequence {y^} is independent of x,y and t, then F{x,y,t) is 
called a bilinear generating function for the set {f„{x)). 
Now, suppose that a three variable function H{x,y,t) has a 
formal power series expansion in t such that: 
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H{x,y,t) = ^ Kf„{x)g„{yr (1.7.5) 
M=0 
where the sequence {\] is independent of x,y and t. and the sets of 
functions {/„(JC)}"^Q and {g„(x)}"^o ^^^ different. Then, H(x,y,t) is 
called a bilateral generating function for the set of {f„(x)} or {g„(x)}. 
Multivariable, Multiple, Multilinear and Multilateral generating 
Function: 
Let G(x^,X2,...,x/,t) is function of r+1 variables, which has a 
formal expansion in power of t, such that: 
00 
G{x,X2,...x/,t) = Yj C„g„(x^,X2,....,x,)t" (1.7.6) 
where the sequence {C„} is independent of the variables (xi,X2,...,x^) 
and ?. Then, we shall say that G{x^,X2,...x/,t) is a multivariable 
generating function for the set {g„(A:,,X2,....,A:^ )}*=, corresponding to the 
non-zero coefficient C„. 
A natural extension of the multivariable generating function is a 
multiple generating function which may be defined formally by: 
00 
= YJ C{n^,n2,...,n^)Y{n^,n2,...,n^){x^,X2,...x^)t"H2^ t"/ 
(1.7.7) 
where the multiple sequence {C(«,,«2v5«r)} ^^ independent of the 
variables {x\,X2,...,x^) and (^p/ jv,^)-
Further extension of the generating function (1.7.6) and (1.7.7) 
in terms of Laurent series expansion are: 
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G*ix^,X2,...,x/,t)= £ C„g„ix^,X2,...x^)t" (1.7.8) 
and, ^*(x,,X2, x/,t^,t2, ,t,) 
Z c(«,,/t2,.-«,)r(«,,«2,-«,)(^pjc2v,jf,K'/2"' C (1-7.9) 
ni,n2„..nr=-«> 
respectively. 
A multivariable generating function G(x^,X2,...x/,t) given by 
(1.7.6), is said to a multilinear generating function if 
g „ ( ^ P ^ 2 v . . . ^ . ) = / a , ( „ ) ( ^ , ) / a , ( „ ) (^2 )••••/«.(;,) ( ^ r ) ( 1 . 7 . 1 0 ) 
where a,(«),a2(^) ^<^r(^) ^^^ functions of n, which are not 
necessarily equal. If the functions occurring on the right hand side of 
(1.7.10) are all different, the multivariable generating function (1.7.6) 
will be called a multilateral generating function. 
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CHAPTER 2 
A STUDY OF LAGRANGES POLYNOMIALS OF 
SEVERAL VARIABLES 
2.1 INTRODUCTION: 
Langranges polynomials are defined by 
{\~xtr{\-yty'=f^g„ix,yr (2.1.1) 
Now, expanding the left hand side, one obtains 
L s„ix,y)t = 2 . — ; : ; — 2 . — - , — 
n=0 n=0 "' n=0 ''. 
^ y (a).(P)„x>''r^^ 
~o '*! "! 
^ y f (a),(/?)_^>"-^r' 
„=o r=o !^ in-r)\ 
Equating the coefficient of t" on both sides. One gets 
gn(x,y) = i ^^M^^V"^ (2.1.2) 
Some of the definition and notations used in this chapter are as 
follows: 
Saran's function F,;,F^ &F„ are defined as follows: 
_ • ^ y^\ )m+n+p\P\Jm\P2) n+p m n p /O 1 '5\ 
m,7^=0'"!"!p!(t,)„('C2)„(^3);, 
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y (Q^l);..».p(A);n(A)n(«3)p^. „ ^ p 
F^{a„a„a,',p„l3^,p,\Y,,Y^,y,\x,y,z] (2.1.4) 
„,t^ =o rn\n\p\{x,)„{Xj)„^p 
Binomial coefficient is expressed as 
/,x_MX-l)...(?.-^ + l)_(-l)"(-X)„ ^2.1.6) 
( l - z r = X ^ ^ (2-1-7) 
Appell's four functions of two variables are given by 
^' ' ' ' ' ""' „^ o «!^!(c)„(c'), 
F3(a,a';6,6';c;x,;;)= > -—— . (2.1.10) 
FMb;c,c';x,y)= g ^"^-'^^l":f^'. (2.1.11) 
Lauricella function F^"' of four variables is defined as 
^D C<^» ^ 1 » ^ 2 ' ^ 3 ' 4 ' ^ ' ^ 1 ' • ' ^ 2 ' • " ' 3 ' • ' ' '4' ' 
_ V"" \ •'k+m+n+p ,\j ^2 AjA^ / T 1 1 OA 
i.m,;,.;,=0 (c)t+„^„^^ ^!w!«!/?! 
The quadruple hypergeometric function K^ and K^s are defined as 
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K^^{a,a,a,a;b^,b2,b^,b^;c,c,c,d\x,y,z,t) 
K^^(a,a,a,a;b^,b2,b^,b^,b^;c,c,c,c;x,y,z,t) 
(2.1.13) 
(2.1.14) 
The following Lemma due to M.A. Khan and A.K. Shukla [59] 
will be used in subsequent text: 
» n m 
^ A{k,m,n) = 'Y, Z Z Ak,m-k,n-m) 
n,m.k=Q 
M n m 
n=0 *=0 *=0 
Z Z Z Ak,m,n)= YJ A{k,m + k,n + m) 
(2.1.15) 
(2.1.16) 
n=0 m=0 *=0 «,m,t=0 
2.2 Some Formula for Lagranges Polynomial: 
Some formula for Lagranges polynomial are quoted here by 
using the symbol g„ {x,y,a,^'\ for g„ [x,y] obtained by K.C. Mittal and 
B.L. Sharma [70] as given below: 
(i) The first formula proved by them is: 
Z [7'")g„.Sx,y,a,pr ={\-xtr{\-yt)-'g„ 
n=Q 
y 
l-xt l~yt 
,a,j3 (2.2.1) 
Proof: Consider the series: 
t (r)g„..[x,y,ajrv^=t ± «!?"-%" 
n,m=0 „=o m=o m\(n-m)\ 
g„[x,y,a,j3] 
= Z gn[x,y^(^^fi][t + vr=[^-xt-xvr [i-yt-yv]'' 
n=0 
=i\-xtr(i-ytr'± 
m,r=0 
(a).(|3)„ 
r\m\ 
XV 
_\-xt_ 
r yv 
\-yt_ by (2.1.1) 
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=(\-xtr(\-ytr'Y. Z (a).(P)„ 
„=o r=o H(w-r ) ! xt 
y 
\-yt 
=o-xtr(]-ytr'j;^ g„ 
m=0 
y 
\-xt \-yt 
,a,p v" by (2.1.2) 
(i) Follows immediately on comparing the coefficient of v'" on both 
side 
(ii) The second formula proved by them is 
gJ^, >'> a + p, Y + 5] = J ] g„,, [x, y, |3,6]g, [x,;;, a, y] 
Proof: By (2.1.1) one gets 
Z ^«[^.>^.a+P'y + S]/" =(l-;c/)-"-P(l->;/)-^-^ 
n=0 
= Z gXx,y,a,y]gSx,y,?>M"'' 
(2.2.2) 
r.rtsO 
n=0 /•=0 
(ii) Follows immediately on comparing the coefficient of /" on 
both sides. 
(iii) The third formula proved by them is 
00 
Z g„[x,y,a,/3]F^[Jl;-n,r,S;z,wz]t" 
n=0 
= (l-xty''il-ytr'F,[A;a,/3,r;S;-^,-^,wz] 
xt-l yt-l 
Proof: By expanding F\ in the L.H.S of (2.2.3), one gets 
f. ,^ (^)p.,(-^),(Y),^^(z>^)^/" , 
(2.2.3) 
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1 1 !l^"^^^Vr^^'t-^^)^(^>^^"g"[^'>^'^'^j 
,,^0 (5)^^, ^! „=o rilpl 
(i-xty^ii-yty^^ ^^r^^l'i-ztnzwvg^ 
P.q^0 (S ) ^^ , ^ ! 
y 
]-xt \-yt ,a,p 
^ W„.M\ {CC\{P),-r •.(\-xtr{\-ytr'j^ '']T^":[-ztY[zwrv "^-^ -"' 
P.i=o (<^)„ .„9! f^  H(p-0! 
;c 
_\-xt 
r 
y 
J-yt_ 
r yzt 
_yt-\_ 
={\-xtr(\-ytrF^ . r, ^ zxt yzt A,;a,p,Y;5; - , ^ ^ , z w 
xt-\ yt-l 
This completes the proof of (iii) 
Particular cases: K.C. Mittal and B.L. Sharma [70] gave some 
interesting particular cases of general result (2.2.3) as mentioned 
below: 
(a) Taking z=l, w=l in (2.2.3), one obtains 
h (5)„ g„[x,y,aM" = Fi(X;a,^;S;xt,yt) (2.2.4) 
(b) Taking w=l and using the formula, 
in (2.2.3), one obtains 
(2.2.5) 
^ (m + ny. g„[x,y,a,^]g„^„[z,w,X,5-m-n]t" 
(-w)"' (1 - ftcw)-" (1 + tyw)-^ F^ >-;a,p,-w;l-8; txz tyz z (1 - twx) (1 - twy) w (2.2.6) 
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Taking m=0 in (2.2.6), one gets 
to ((l-^)„ g„[x,y,a,fi]g„[z,w,X,S-n]t'' 
= (l + txwy"i\-tywy^ F^ X;a,/3;\-S; txz tyz 
\-txw \-twy 
(2.2.7) 
(iv) The fourth formula proved by them is: 
00 
Z g„[^,y,a,P]F^{X-n,y;fi,p;z,w]t" 
n=0 
= {\-xtr{\-ytyPFa X,X,?i,y,a,(3;p,fi,jd\w, xzt yzt 
xt-\ yt-\ 
(2.2.8) 
Proof: Expand F2 in the L.H.S. of (2.2.8), one gets 
ZL — , , / , , , gn[x,y,a,^] 
• / / ^^-^— z'^w^t g„[x,y,o(,p\ 
n%oP. (/^)p(p),p!^!(«-p)! 
^ W...(r) p-yq\l /q 
q% {^)p{p)qq\ {-ztyw'± ^^^g„,,[x,y,a,pr ;,=o n\p\ 
^ I ; [''f[^\{-zty{wy{\-xty%\-yty^xg^ X y 
l-xt l-yt 
,a,/3 
= {\-xty'^{\-yty^ y ± W...(/).(^)„(/?).-.(-^O^H>^ 
q,p=On=o q\n\{p-n)\{/u)^{p)^ 
' p\r- ^q 
r . \"f y \ 
\-xt) y\-ytj 
p-n 
= i\-xty''{\-yty<^ X ^ i^)p.q.r,ir)M)niP)^ 
p,q,n=0 g^-nlpKM)p^nip)q 
<' xzt ^ 
\Xt-\ ) 
' yzt 
^yt-\) 
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= {\-xtr{\-ytr^Fa X,XXl,o.,^;9,\i,\x.;w, xzt yzt 
xt-V yt-\ 
This completes the proof of (2.2.8). 
(v) The fifth formula proved by them is 
oo 
X g„[x,y,o.,^]Fi[X-n,y,\i;p;z,wY 
n=0 
= i\-xtr(l-ytr^xF, X,/u,^,r,a,j3;p,p,p;w, xzt yzt 
xt-\ yt-\ 
(2.2.9) 
The proof of (2.2.9) is similar to that of (2.2.8) 
(vi) The Sixth formula proved by them is 
v^ (? )^„(5)„ 
t^ (l-a)„(l-p)„ g„[x,y,a- n,^-n\F^YK + «,5 + «;|a,p;z, w]r" 
= Fc {X, 6;1 - a,l - p, ^ i, p;-yt-xt, z, w\ 
The proof of (2.2.10) is similar to (2.2.8). 
(vii) The seventh formula proved by them is 
v^ (5)„ 
(2.2.10) 
t^ (]-:^)„(l-a)„(l-p). g„{x,y,a- n,^- ri]F\X- n,b + n\yi,p\z,wy 
= Fc[XM-o.,\-^,\x.,Q;yt,xt;z,w] 
where, F^. [k, 5;1 - a,l - P, \i, p; yt, xt, z, w] 
(2.2.11) 
= z Wp^q-m-ni^) p+q+m+n (ytrixtrizriwy 
r,,m,p,q=o ( 1 " cc) „{\" P)„ (M)p(p)q mlnlflql 
The proof of (2.2.11) is similar to that of (2.2.8) 
Particular Cases: Some interesting particular cases of result (2.2.8), 
(2.2.9), (2.2.10) and (2.2.11) are as follows: 
(a) Taking |i=A,, p=X and using the formula 
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F,[a,^,X;o.,a;x,y] = {\-xr'{\-yr\F, 
in (2.2.8), one gets 
PA; a; 
i\-x)i\-y) 
Z gn[x,y,a,/3] ,F,[-n,ra;wzr={l + wyil-xt-xtzy 
n=0 
xil-yt-yzty^F^ A, A, /t, y, cc, p\ A, A, A', w - xzt yzt 
\ + w \-xt- xzt \-yt- yzt 
(2.2.12) 
Further by taking y=X in (2.2.12) and then comparing with 
(2.1.1) one obtains the following formula for Saran's function FQ 
Fa K, K, K, K, Ct, pj A,, A,, A,j w •xz •yz l + w \-x-xz- zw \- y- yz - zw 
= (1 + w)^  (1 - zw)-"-^ {\-xy"il-yy^[\-x-xz-zw]''[\-y- yz -zwf 
(2.2.13) 
(b) Taking p=A,+|a, and using the formula. 
F J a , , a 2 ' ^ 3 ' A ' y ^ 2 ' A ; ^ i +«2 '« i +«2;«i +cc2;x,y,z] 
= (l-x)-'F^ a2'Ppp2.P3;ai+a2;-; '>'>^ 
1 -jc 
in (2.2.9), it reduces to 
Z g„[x,y,a,/^]Fj[X,-n,r,M;^ + M'^z,w]t" 
n=0 
= (l-xtni-yt)-''(l-wyF^ 
(c) Taking iv=0 in (2.2.10), one gets 
/j,r,a,/3;Z + /u; - w xzt yzt 
l -vv xt-\ yt-\ 
(2.2.14) 
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ti (l-a)„(l-P)„ 
= Ff- [X,, 6;1 - a,l - P, \x;-yt-xt, z] (2.2.15) 
Further by replacing A,, 5, a, (3, \i by l+2A.+2fj,, l+2)i, -2A,, -2fa,, l+2|i, 
respectively, and using the formula (vii) 
Fell + 2X + 2//,l + 2/i;l + 2;i,l + 2ju,\ + 2/j;x,y,z] = [\ + x-y- z]'^'^^'^^ 
xF. 1 4x 4 vz 
- + X + ^ ,\ + X + [i;\ + 2X,\ + 2\x;- - y , - ^ -y 
in (2.2.15), it reduces to 
^ (l + 22 + 2//)„ 
t^ (l + 2/i)„ 
X jF, [\ + 2X + 2jj + n,l + 2/2 + n;\ + 2/i; z]t" 
= (\-yt + xt-z) - I - 2 \ - 2 M 
X ^ 4 
1 -, , -> , ^ ^ , ^ - 4 y r - 4 x z r 
- + A, + u,\ + A,+ u;\ + 2/1,1 + 2/^; z-, r-
2 (l + x / - y / - z ) ^ (l + x?-y?-z)^ 
(2.2.16) 
(d) Taking p=A-+6-)Li+l and using the formula. 
F,[a,fi;r,c( + fi-r + i-M^-Z),Z(\-z)] 
= 2F\{cc,P,^;z)2F^{a,l3\a + P~Y + \;Z) in (2.7), one gets 
t^ (l-X)„(l-a)„(l-p)„ gM,y,a-n,^-n] ^F^{X-n,h + n,\i;z) 
x^F^{X-n,b + n;X + h-\x + \\w)t" 
= Fc[X,S;\-a,\-l3,ju,X + 5-iu + \,yt,zt,z{\-w),w{\-z)]. (2.2.17) 
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2.3 GENERATING FUNCTION: 
K.C. Mittal [71] obtained some new generating function by using 
the result. 
«=0 
0^ 
(5)„ g„[x,y,o.M"={^-yt)^ 2^ 1 
X.a- ix-y)t 
l-yt 
(2.3.1) 
Also, the formula, Rainville [80, pp. 60, 225]. 
2F^[a,b;c;x] = {\-x) " 2^ 1 a,c-b; -X 
1-x 
(2.3.2) 
«!(l + a + ;ff)„ 2 ^ , V ^ y 
-n-p-n; 2 
- a -y5 -2« ; l + x 
(2.3.3) 
where pl"'^\x) is a Jocobi polynomial and F| and F2 are Appell's 
functions. 
(i) The first formula proved by them is 
w. 
;^ («+A)„ g„[x,y,a,j3]F,[^ + n,r,S,P,^,Zr 
= (l-ytr'F, X,,A-,A,,a,Y,a;a + (3,6,p; (jc-:v)/ X Z 
-yt ! -> ' / l->^/ 
(2.3.4) 
Proof: By starting with the L.H.S. of (2.3.4) 
(^ )„ 
„=o {a + P)„ g„[x,y,aJ]F,[Z + n,r;S,p;X,Zr 
p,i= 0 plg\(S)Jp^ fo (« + /?)„ 
=(i-j^o-'I W...(^) p+q\' Jp^-q 
1^0 pW'i.S)p{p)M-yt 
X Y( z ^' 
y\-ytj 2 ^ 
^+p+g;(x-y)/ 
a-^P; \-yt 
= {\-yty^F, X,,A-,X,,a,y,a;a + p,6,p, (x->^)/ X Z 
\-yt '\-yt'\-yt 
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This completes the proof of (2.3.4). 
Preceding the same way and using (2.1.5) and (2.3.1), one can 
obtain the following result: 
v^  a)„ 
t ; (a + (3)„ g„[x,y,a,^]Fy[X + n,y,b,p^;p^;X,Z]t 
-A 
= (l-ytrF, \~yt \-yt (2.3.5) 
«=o (o)„ 
= Fo[>-;7,a,p;6;Z,x/,>^f]. (2.3.6) 
(ii) The second formula proved by them is 
Z ( m + n ) ! /?1^('l-n.<^-'')/'7\/n 
= (l + ^  + ^  + w)„ z-\ \"^(^-\\-' 
Z + \J 
xFr. •^-S- m,-<f> -S- Sm,-8 -m,p,a\-(j>-5- 2m, p. 2 -xt(z + \) -yt{z + \) 
\-z 
Proof: By starting with the L.H.S of (2.3.7) 
i ^^^g„\x,y,a.(i^pl-:^-\zy 
(23.1) 
= (l+(j) + 5 + w), z + 1 
\ ' " 00 
J n=0 
( -T-5-w)„ 
(P)„ g„{x,y,a,^) 
x^F, 
-n,m;-S-m; 2 
-<p-5-2m; z + 1 
{-z + \)t 
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Thus, 2 , ^ — g „ [ ^ » J » a f , y ^ K ^ „ ' 'iz)t 
n=0 (P)n 
= (l + (t) + 6 + w)„ nvz-n 
^Z + ly 
( - T - 5 - w ) i ( - 6 - w ) ^ / T \ 
Ho A:!(-T-5-2/«) k V i - 2 / 1-z 
«=o (P)„ 
(z + iy 
= (l + (t) + 5 + w)„ z - n V z - l Y ^ (-T-6-m),(-6- /«) , ^ o \ z 2 j U + U t^ ^!(-T-6-2w), \i-zj 
xF, - ^ - d - m + k,a,^;p; -xtiz + \) -yt{z + \) 
(l + (t) + 6 + /w)„ 'iz-\)) z-\ 
7+1 
X Fc, [~^ ~ ^ "• ' " ' "^ ~ ^ ~ ' " ' "^ ~ ^ ~ ' " ' " ^ ~ ' " ' P' "'~<^ ~ ^ ~ ^'" ' /^' P'' 
2 -xr(z + l) - j / ( z + l) 
1-z 
This completes the proof of (2.3.7) 
Particular cases: Some interesting particular cases in result (2.3.4), 
(2.3.6) and (2.3.7) are as follows: 
(a) Taking z=0 in (2.3.4) and combined with (2.3.1) one gets 
ti (a + p)„ 
0-ytrF, X,(t),a;a + p,5; 
X ix-y)t 
]-yt \-yt (2.3.8) 
(b) Taking <|)=5 in (2.3.6) and using the formula. 
F,[a,j3,^';j8,(p\x,y] = (l-xr%F, 
\-x 
(2.3.9) 
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it reduces to 
(^ )„ 
„=o {cc + P)„ g„[x,y,a,P]^F,[^.^n,(P,<l>,X]t" 
[\-yt-Xr\F, ^,,a,a + p. (x-y)t l-yt-X (2.3.10) 
(c) Taking p2=(l)+5 and using the formula 
= (\-xr^'i\-yr^^F, M < ,^,a,,a2,a3,yff,,/?2.A;< i^'<^2 +«3'«2 +«3;- •X y z 
•X ] - y I - X 
(2.3.11) 
in (2.3.6) it reduces to 
W. 
•g„[x,y,a,fi]F,[A + n,Z,p,Z + S;X,Zr 
; ^ (a-y^)„ 
= (\-xty^(l~zy'^F^[j3,S,S,Z,p,A;a + j3,A + S,A + S; 
(x-y)t Z X 
;c/-l \-z l-xt 
(2.3.12) 
(d) Taking p=a+(3 in (2.3.7) and combine with (2.3.1) 
„=o {a + p)„ 
= (\ + X + b + m)^ z-nvz-i 
z + 1 
l+;^/(z + l) -it+5+m 
-A-S- m,-S - m,a;a + /?,-/l -S- 2m; 
r(>;-l)(z + l) 
( l -z)[2 + j^(z + l)J (2.3.13) 
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2.4 LAGRANGES POLYNOMIALS OF THREE VARIABLES: 
M.A. Khan and A.K. Shukla [59] express the three variable 
analogue of Lagrange's polynomials gi'''^'''\x,y,z)hy means of the 
following generating relation: 
(l-x/)-"(l->./)-^(l-z/r = 2 gl^''''\x,y,zr (2.4.1) 
n=0 
Expanding the L.H.S of (2.4.1) by (2.1.7), using the result of 
Lemma (2.1.15), (2.1.16) and finally equating the coefficient of t", one 
gets 
^" ^ h ^0 {n-k)\ik-p)\p\ 
Polynomial gl^'^'^\x,y,z) is the generalization of Lagranges 
polynomial from two to three variables and it can easily be seen that 
g';-''\x,y,0) = g:-Hx,y) (2.4.3) 
gi''-'''\x,y,x) = g::''''(x,y) (2.4.4) 
g'-:''''\x,x,y) = gr''ix,y) (2.4.5) 
gi''''-''\x,y,z)^g^^'-\x,y) (2.4.6) 
gi''-'-''^(x,y,z) = g:'\x,y) (2.4.7) 
Now consider, 
= (1 - xt)-^"^"^^^ (1 - yt)-^'^^^"^ (1 - zr)-<'"''^^' 
Z g':-'-''(X,y,z)gl"'''''(X,y,z)gl''^-^{X,y,z)t 
n,m,A=0 
n+m+k 
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CO « m 
= 1 Z I gi'jt''\x,y,^)gl:i-'\x,y,z)gi'-^-\x,y,zr 
n=0 m=0 *=0 
using (2.2.15) 
Now equating the coefficient of t", one gets 
g'r'''''''^''''''''\x,y,z)=j: I gi''-:'/\x,y,z)gl:f^\x,y,z)gl'--^x,y,z) 
m=0 A=0 
((2.4.8) 
MAIN RESULT: Consider the series. 
X n m 
Z Z Z ^^^^^^""'''^^'^'"^^IT; 
n=0 m=0 *=0 
^ - W ^ by (2.1.15) 
V V y 
= Z Z ^ ( "kg<<-Art(^_^^2)t"(l + - | I — by (2.1.7) 
\ m / NOT 
W 1 ( - V ^ 
n=0 m=0 ^ ! ^ ; 
= Z 8':-''\x,y,z)it+^;+wr 
n=0 
= i\-xt-xvy''{\-yt-yvy^i\-zt-zvy'' 
z ^ r y) 
*=o 
J' 
l - X / - X v ' l - > ' / - J A ' ' l - Z / - Z V w 
Equating the coefficient of w , 
„„=o nlmlkl 
= (\-xt-xvy"(l-yt-yvy^(l-zt-zyy 
xgr-'' 
f y 
\-xt-xv \-yt-yv l-zt-zv 
As a simpler version of (2.4.9), one has 
(2.4.9) 
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Z (r)g':^'\x,y,z)t" 
n=0 
^o-xtni-ytyHi-ztrg -1 „(a,P.r) m y \-xt \-yt \-zt (2.4.10) 
Next, consider 
E g':-^'' {X, y, z)F, [k'-n, 6; )a, v; M, M, w]/" 
n=0 
= I ^^^_7!"!w!i^ '^ gt-'/'i^^y^^t-uYi-u^yt"^" by (2.1.9) 
'i.'?./'^ =0 n\p\q\{/2)Av) p\- /q 
= I , ;7, ; (-utnuwni-xtrn-ytr^d-zty 
xg n+p 
y z 
l-xt l-ytl-zt 
\ 
, by (2.4.10) 
ii-xtr(\-ytr^(\-ztr x Wp.q.,.j (o^)pi/^)dr)j,(S\ 
q,pXj=0iM)p^k^j(y)q PW-k\j\ 
^ xut ' 
\xt-\) 
p ( yut^ 
[yt-\] 
k f zut Y 
Kzt-\) {uwY 
Thus one arrives at the result 
Z g['''''''\x,y,z)F^[X--n,d-iu,v;u,uwr={\-xty{\-ytr\\-zty 
n=Q 
xK, 
f 
X, Z,Z,A; a, fi, r, S; fi, ju, ju, v xut yut zut 
xt-\ yt-\ zt-\ ,uw 
(2.4.11) 
Then consider 
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Z 8lr-^-'\x, y, z)F, [X;-«, 6;^ t, u, uw]t" 
n=0 
^^'^"'"^^^'•-{-utYiuwyf^ [7'')g[^l-'\x,y,zr = y 
n=0 
=i\-xt)-''(\-ytrH\-ztr Z Wp+q+k+j 
,<7,i,y=0 W p+q+k+J 
X 
(a),(P).(Y);(5),r xM/^''^ - ' V / , , . A^  
j!7!^!yt!y!9! U^-1 
yut zut 
{zt-\) (uwy 
Thus, one has 
Z grP'^'(x,>;,z)F,[y;-«,5;^,^,«w]/" 
n=0 
= (l-xO-'^(l-yO"^(l-zrrFi^) . -3 c- ^ " ^ y^^ ^ " ^ X,a,fi,r,o;ju; -, -, -,uw 
xt-\ yt-i zt-\ 
(2.4.12) 
Next, consider 
Z g^^y-'^{X,y,z)F,[A-n;S,M;P;U,uwy 
n=0 
p,q=0 G-xPjp+q n=0 
p,q=o gKp)p^q 
n ^ (a)^.,(P),./Y), ( X 
x Z I 
ti % (p-k)Kk-jy.f\\-xt 
p-k 
y-yh 
-' ( 
-zt 
by (2.4.10) 
Thus, one obtains 
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Z g["'^''\x,y,z)F,[X-n;S,^;p-u,uwr={\-xtr"{\-yt)-\\-zty' 
n=0 
xK, 15 
/ XM/ >»«/ ZW/ 
xt-\ yt-\ zt-\ 
(2.4.13) 
Finally, consider 
(^)„(5)„ 
U ( l-a)„(l-p)„(l-y)„ g'r-^-"'-"\x,y,z)F,['k + n;h + n-)i,p-u,wr 
" C/l) (S) " * (a) AB) , (y) 
Thus, one has 
(^)„(5)„ 
t^ (l-a)„(l-(3)„(l-7)„ 
(a-n,p-n,Y-n) gr""-'""-'""' (^ > y^ ^ )F, [k + n;b + n-yi,p,u, w]t" 
= F 
^A,, A,, Z, Z, X, 5, S, S, S, S; p., p,\ - a,\ - y9,l - fi. 
1 - /,1 - y,-xt, yt,-zt,u, w 
(2.4.14) 
where F is a quintuple hypergeometric function. 
2.5 q-LAGRANGES POLYNOMIALS: 
Brenke polynomials [20] are defiend as: 
A{t)B{xt) = f^ p„{xr 
n=0 
(2.5.1) 
so that, 
*=0 
(2.5.2) 
where {a„} and {b„) are arbitrary constant and where ^4(0 = Xo^ / 
B{x) = Zb,x^. 
k 
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One of the special case of Brenke Polynomial is in the form of 
q-Lagranges polynomials, which is defined by M.A. Khan and A.K. 
Sharma [55] by means of following generating relation. 
ivo <^or-?^d.<^o[!f^7d=l^S''''(^'>'')^" (2.5.3) 
/7=0 
where 
\<I>Q <? ; 
1 (2.5.4) 
on comparing the coefficient of / " on both sides of (2.5.3), one gets 
(2.5.5) g'::\^^y) = t ^^ "^ *^ '^^ "-* "*-"-* 
*=o {q)k{q)r,-
X y 
(i) The first formula proved by them is 
Z (rk:-S(^'>')^"^'"=.<^o[!>(v+o],<^oh;>^(v+o] (2.5.6) 
n,ni=0 
Proof: consider the series 
Z [r)gt':.M,yr^"'= f, ~^CZ{x,yrv"' 
m,n=0 n,n^O 0)m(^)n 
t g%"i^.yrt ^-"'•'-'"' 
n=0 m=0 (1)„ 
= A Irxiy + t) A / ; y{v + t) 
(ii) The second formula proved by them is 
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gT'''^'\x,y) = Z gi"fj(x,y)g':^/\xq''^yq') (2-5.7) 
r=0 
Proof: By (2.5.1) and (2.5.2), one has 
Z sT'''''(^'yr -
n=0 0-^ Oa^ „',,(l->^ Op+P',, 
a-^Oa,,(i-3'0/,.,(i-xrg"),,,(i-3^?/)^, 
00 n 
= 1 Z gi!5(^>>')g^"7^(^^",H')^ 
n=0 r=0 
(2.5.7) follows immediately on comparing the coefficient of t" on both 
sides. 
(iii) The third formula proved by them is 
Z M::'^kTi^^yr=A 9"; xt(l - z) A Vyt{\-z) (2.5.8) 
n=Q 
Proof: Consider the series 
I •^o[Tk/'(^.3^v" = Z Z 77r%^^r(^'>'X--)^^" 
n=0 n=0 A=0 ( 1 ) / , - * ( ! ) * 
= I (:"fc:£( ,^;^)(-^oV" 
n,*=0 
= 1^0 txtiy-z) A I'ytil-z) by (2.5.6) 
2.6 q-LAGRANGES POLYNOMIALS OF THREE VARIABLES: 
M.A. Khan and A.R. Khan [62] define the q-analogue of 
Lagranges polynomials of three variable g^°''^'^\x,y,z) by means of the 
following generating relation using the notation of Gasper and Rahman 
[42]. 
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= t siT'^^^y^^y (2.6.1) 
n=0 
To study such a polynomial we need the following Lemma. 
Lemma 1: one has 
00 n n-j 
2 A(k,j,n) = Y, X Z A{k,j,n-j-k) (2.6.2) 
nj,k=0 n=0 J=0 *=0 
and Zt,"f, A{k,j,n)= fu A{k,j,n +j+ k). (2.6.3) 
n=0 y=0 *=0 nj.k=0 
The above Lemma is a special case of the following Lemma due 
to Shrivastava and Monacha [91]. 
Lemma 2: For positive integer m\,...,mr (r > 1) 
Y, Z e{k^..,k/,n) = Yj Z 9{k^,...,k/,n-m^k^-...-m^k^) 
n=0 k A:,=0 n=0 k^,..,k^=Q 
(2.6.4) 
and 5] YJ <t>(^i-'^r;") = Z Z 'l'(^i'-^^'" + ' " i^ i+- + '"r^^) (^•^•^) 
n=0 *|,...,*,.=0 n=0 *,,...*, =0 
Expanding the L.H.S. of (2.6.1) using Lemma 1 and finally 
equating the coefficient off on both sides, one gets 
g\.,ix,y,z) = }_^ 2 . ^ ^ } TT ^ (2•6-6) 
7=0 *=o {q\q)„-j-ki^\q)j{q\q)k 
Polynomial g^"f'''\x,y,z) can be regarded as a generalization of 
q-Lagrange polynomials of Khan and Sharma [55] from two to three 
variables as it can easily be seen that, 
g[T'i^^y^^) = s':f''\x,y) (2.6.7) 
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Replacing z by yq^ in (2.6.1), one gets 
g':f'\x,y,q'y) = gi'^f^-'\x,y) (2.6.8) 
Similarly, 
g':f'\x,y,q'^x) = gi'^;'-'\x,y) (2.6.10) 
g':f-''ix,y,z) = gi':f\x,y) (2.6.11) 
Now consider 
Z qi:;''^'-''''''''''''^\x,y,zr 
= ,(^o(^"'"'';-;^'^0 ,<2>o(^ ''* '^^ ;-;^ '3^0 A(<i'^'''---^^^^0 
= A(^'''-'^<i'Xt) ^(f>Q(q'';-;q,q''xt) ^(p^iq^--^q^q"*"xt) 
X Aiq''--\q.yt) A{q^\-\q,q'yt) A(q'---rq^q'"^yO 
X Aiq''-'^q^^t) Aiq^'-'^q^q'zt) Aiq'^'-'^q^q'^^^t) 
n,>,*=0 
n=0 /=0 /r=0 
using (2.6.2) 
Now equating the coefficient of f, one gets 
7=0 jt=0 
xgl^/-''>(9^-x,^*^V,^-^z) (2.6.12) 
As a particular case of (2.6.12) it can be easily verified that 
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gl'^;'^-^^<^--'*y\x,y,z) = Y^gllf:^\x,y,z)g^i^^^^^^ (2.6.13) 
r=0 
MAIN RESULTS: 
The first formula proved by them is 
t (ry:fni\x,y,zrv-
n,m=0 
^{xiv + t)q'';q)Ay(v + t)q^;qh(z(v + t)q';q)„ 
{xiv + t);q)Jyiv + ty,q)Jz(v + t);q)^ 
Prof: i {r)gi:if(x,y,zrv'" 
n,m=0 
^ixiv + t)q"';q)„iy{v + t)q^;q)^(ziv + t)g';q)^ 
(xiv + t);q)„ (y{v + t);q)^{z{v + t);q)^ 
The second formula proved by them is: 
(2.6.14) 
rt=0 
AxK\-w)q''-q)^{yt{\-w)q';q)„{zt{\-w)q-<-q)^ 
{xt{\ - w); q)^{yt{\ - w); q)^ {zt{\ - w); q)^ 
Proof: X ,Fo[:>lg<-P-^^(x,;.,z)r = | ; (rte'''(^>.>^>^>''(->^0^ 
n=0 n,r=0 
from which the result follows by using (2.6.14). 
The third formula to be proved is 
(2.6.15) 
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„,,t*=o nlmlkl 
(x(t + v + w);q)Jy{t + v + wy,q)^iz{t + v+wy,q)^ 
The proof of (2.6.16) is similar to that of (2.6.14). 
The fourth formula proved by them is 
n,m=0 
= </>^'^\^:!^:'^''''''''q,x,z 
Proof: Z (rUir^f(x,y,z)rv'"^''^'"('-) 
n,m=0 
= ZE (^)„ 
«=0 »i=0 \Q)m\^)n-m 
(g-").(-l)>""g(a.3.)(^^^^^)^„-.^„ 
n=0 m=0 (9)„ 
= Z^rr(^'>''^>".'t>o 
n=0 
^ ;-;9. v^' 
(2.6.16) 
(2.6.17) 
- M ( 3 ) (v+/)::-;-;-:<7« ;/;<,' ' 
• 9 , J : , > ' , Z 
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CHAPTER-3 
A STUDY OF LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS OF 
SEVERAL VARIABLES 
3.1 INTRODUCTION: 
In the present chapter Laguerre polynomials of two variables 
^iT'^H^jj) expressed by S.F. Ragab [79] is as follows: 
n\ h r!r(a + « - r + l)r(p + r + l) 
where i*„"'(x) is the well-known Laguerre polynomial of one variable. 
M.A. Khan and A.K. Shukla [58] define a new generating 
function, a finite sum property and Integral representation of S.F. 
Ragab polynomials of two variables. They also define Laguerre 
polynomials of three variables and its generating function. 
Further, M.A. Khan and A.K. Shukla [60] expressed a Laguerre 
polynomials of m-variables and its generating function, a finite sum 
property, integral representation and a Multinomial operational 
representation. 
Some of the definition and notations used in this chapter are as 
follows: 
Confluent hypergeometric function of two variables (see H.M. 
Srivastava and H.L. Manocha [91] and is defined as: 
H ; . [ a ; M ' ; ^ , ; ^ ] = | ; - ^ % ^ (3.1.2) 
Bessel's function J„(z), for n not a negative integers is expressed as 
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Jr,{^) = 
.2\ 
-;1 + n\- (3.1.3) 
Bateman generating function is expressed as 
0 ^ - ; a + l; 
=z 
t{x-\) 
0 ^ , -;P + i; 
_/(x + l)" 
P^''-^\x)t" 
t-o(a + l)„(P + lX 
Integral by Erdelyi et. al. [30, p. 14] is defined as 
(3.1.4) 
(0+) 
2/sin 7izr(z) = - | ( - 0 " ' e"dt 
00 
Also, a product function is expressed as 
m m 
Y[Aj = A,A,...A„ andY[A„,,_j=A^A^_, A, 
3.2. LAGUERRE POLYNOMIAL OF TWO VARIABLES: 
(3.1.5) 
(3.1.6) 
The laguerre polynomials of two variables L^^'^\x,y) is defined 
by (3.1.1), is equivalent to the following explicit representation given 
by Ragab: 
(a + l)„(p + l ) „ ^ ^ {-n),^yx' 
Lr'(x,y) = (3.2.1) 
By using confluent Hypergeometric function of two variables \^2 
(3.1.2) in (3.2.1) one gets. 
i r ( x , > ^ ) = ^ ^ ' ' y ^ ^ " H / . [ - ^ ; l ^ a , l ^ P ; x , > . ] (3.2.2) 
S.K. Chatterjee [29] gave the following generating function for 
L'rix^y) 
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n\L^rix,yr 
= e' ,F,(-,a + l;-xt),F,i-;?> + l;-yt) (3.2.3) 
; ^ (a + l)„(p + l)„ 
Chatterjee pointed out that the generating relation (3.2.3) gives the 
following results: 
ni 
(P + l)„ L[^-'^(x,0) = L^:\x) 
(3.2.4) 
— ^ 1 ^ ( 0 , 7 ) = I f (;;) 
(a + l)„ 
which in particular, yields 
Ly\x,0) = L[^\x) 
Lr(0,y) = L^!\y) 
By using the formula 
(3.2.5) 
(3.2.6) 
(3.2.7) 
,F,i-,c;Pz),F,i-;c';gz) = f^^^,F,i-n,\-c-n;c';q/p) (3.2.8) 
has also obtained the following results from (3.2.3) 
'f^S^-t -±\^'.F,i-r.-a-r,U,;yM (3.2.9) (a + l)„(;^ + l)„ ^ r\(a + l). 
Further, using y=x and employing the formula 
oF^(-;a;x) oF^i-;b;x) = ^Fj a b a b \ , , , . 
2 2 2 2 2 
(3.2.10) 
Chatterjee proved the following result from (3.2.3) 
" j 2 ' 2 ' 
a + \,/3 + \,a + /S + l; 
Ax (3.2.11) 
Lastly, using (3.1.4), they obtained the following result from 
(3.2.3) on changing 
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-X into —(x-l) and -y into — (x + l) 
= 1 
Sa^P) P^'ix) 
(n-r)\(a + \),(^ + l). (3.2.12) 
which is a particular case of general result (3.2.9) 
(i) New Generating Function for L^^-^\x,y): 
In view of definition (3.1.3) for Bessel function, generating 
function (3.2.3) of Chatterjee [27] can be written as 
nit" 
Lnx,y) t^(l + a)„(l + P)„ " 
= r(i+a)r(i+^)(xtr" {yt)-'"e'J^ {^4yt)j, {24yi) (3.2.13) 
They now give the following generating function for 
L'r(x,y) = T 
= (l-0->: 
t^ (a + l)„(P + l)„ 
I D , -xt -yt 
c;a + l,p + l ; - — , - ^ 
\-t \'t 
(3.2.14) 
Generating function (3.2.14) is believed to be a new generating 
function for L^^'^\x,y). If, in the above generating relation, t replaced 
by - and let |c|-^oo, they will obtain the generating relation (3.2.3) 
c 
due to Chatterjea [27] 
Interesting special case of (3.2.14) are as follows: 
xt yt 
t'o (l + a)„ l + P;l + a,l + p; t-l t-l (3.2.15) 
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n\L'rix,yr .._,...-„ 
n=0 (1 + P)„ = (l-0-'-°M/: 
1 + a;l + a;l + p; xt yt 
t - \ t - \ 
(3.2.16) 
Yet, another generating relation of interest for L^^'^\x,y) is as follows: 
"'•(A')„ r(a,p)/^ ,A^« 
^(^t)„(l+p)„ 
= i\-ty^F^^^ 
nrix,y)f 
X:.-•,-•Ma\^l-a-\•,-•-\ ^ yt Xt 
; / : :- ;- ;- :- ; l+^;l+a; 
t-\ t~\ t-\ 
(3.2.17) 
where I^^\x,y,z\ denotes a general triple hypergeometric series defined 
by H.M. Srivastava and H.L. Manocha [91] as follows 
F^^\x,y,z] = F^^^ \a)::(by,ib');{b"):icy,(cy,ic"y, ^ (e)::(gy,(gj,(g"):{hy,(h'y,(h"y:''^'' 
x'"y"z'' 
m,n,p.=Q m\n\p\ 
= YJ A(/W,«,/7) (3.2.18) 
where, for convenience, 
B' 
n+p 
A{m,n,p) = y=i 7=1 y=i 
c 
j=\ 7=1 y=l 
n+p 
n(b"j),..U(^jhfiicAfi(c]), 
;=i ; - i y-i 7=1 
fi(^"7)p..n(^7).fi(^;)«fi(^"), 
(3.2.19) 
7=1 7=1 7=1 7=1 
and (a) abbreviates the array of A parameter a\, 02,....a^, with similar 
interpretations for (b), (b'), (b") etc. The triple hypergeometric series in 
(3.2.18) converges absolutely when 
\ + E + G + G"+H-A-B-B"-C>0] 
1 + E + G + G'+H'-A -B- B'-C> 0 
1 + E + G'+G"+H"-A - B'-B"-C"> 0 
(3.2.20) 
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where the equalities hold true for suitably constrained values |.x:|,|>'| 
and I z I. 
(ii) A Finite Sum Property of L^y\x,y): 
It is easy to derive the following finite sum property of the 
Laguerre polynomials of two variables L^"''^\x,y)'. 
Proof of (3.2.21): The generating relation (3.2.21) together with the 
fact that 
e' oF, (-;1 + a;-xzt) ,F, (-;1 + [3;-yzt) 
= e^'-'^'e'' ,F, (-;1 + a'-x{zt)) ,F, (-;1 + p--yizt)) 
yields 
^ n\Lf'\xz,yz)t" (^ (1 -z)"/" "l (^ n\L^^-''\x,y)z"t" 
U{a + \)„iP + \)„ n=o n\ U (l + aUl + j3)„ 
comparing the coefficient of Z^" on both sides, one gets (3.2.21). 
(iii) Ii^tegral Representations: 
Using the definition of Beta function it is easy to derive the 
following integral representation for l}"'^\x,y) (Rainville, E.D. [80]) 
JJ x" {s - xY~' y{t - yr L'r'{X, y)dxdy 
0 0 
(\-ifa\ (\-^v'\ <i"^''f^^ 
^B{^a + \,P)B{y^\,S)Y^"„J/" ' LT'-'''\s,t) (3.2.22) 
{\ + a + P)„i^ + r + S)„ 
Using the integral (3.1.5) and the fact that 
il-x-yr=±Y}~''^'''^^''^ 
r=Os=0 f^-Sl 
(3.2.23) 
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it is easy to derive the following integral representation for L^°'^\x,y) 
4sin(« + l);rsin(/? + l);rr(-a)r(-/g)(A2!)^ ^(„.,, 
il + a)„{\ + fi)„ " '-^ ^ 
(o+)(o+) / Y ^y 
= _ f f (_„)-«-• (_v/-'e-"-M + - + ^  dudv (3.2.24) 
They also have 
^^ T[u"v^e-"-'Ly\xu,yv)dudv 
r(l + a + n)r(l + fi + n)ii 
= (\-x-yr (3.2.25) 
3.3 LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS OF THREE VARIABLES: 
Laguerre polynomials of three variables L^"'^-''\x,y,z) are 
defined as: 
In terms of confluent hypergeometric function ^^ ^^  of three 
variables defined as: 
'¥'^'[a;b„b,,b,;x,y,z] 
_ y i \^Jm+n+p X y Z , 
n,h-o(b,)„ib,)„{b,)^' m\n\p\ 
They can rewrite (3.3,1) as 
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r(aj,r) 
= (^--)^(^;fy^r)„ ^i^^[_„,ua,U/^,Ur,x,y,z] (3.3.3) 
(n!) 
Some interesting particular cases of L„''^''''(x,y,z) are as follows: 
"• Lf'-''\x,y,0) = L':''\x,y) (3.3.4) 
(1 + rX 
—^L["-'^-''\0,y,z) = L['-^\x,y) (3.3.6) 
(l + a)„ 
(«!) 2 
(l + y^ )„ (! + /)„ zr'''^(jcAO) = i r W (3.3.7) 
-—^J?^^^—I^^->(0,>;,0) = !</'(;;) (3.3.8) 
(l + a)„(l + r)„ 
—-^^^1—-i r -^HOAz) = L^iz) (3.3.9) 
(l + a)„(l + y^ )„ 
Results similar to (3.2.22), (3.2.24) and (3.2.25) for L["'^'''\x,y,z) are 
as follows 
]]]x'' (r - x)'-' y^ (s - yr' z'(t- z)""' L[''^-'' (X, yz, )dxdydz 
0 0 0 
= Bia + \,X)B{P + \,n)B{y + Uvy^^s^^^t'^" 
X (l + a ) „ ( l + /?)„(l + r ) . r(a.A./J./..m), .. .^ ^ , . . 
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n:-''-'\x,y,z) = -— /(l + a)„(l + ;0)„(l + r)„ 8sin(a + l);r sin(y9 + l);r sin(/ + l);jr(-a)r(-/?)r(-/)(n!)' 
(0+)(0+)(0+) X J J J {,-ur-\-vr-\-wr-'e \ 
00 00 00 
1 X y z 
\ u V wj 
dudvdw 
(3.3.11) 
and, j j j u''v^w'e-''-''-''L^^'^'''^(xu,yv,zw)dudvdw 
0 0 0 
r(l + a + n)r(l + J3 + n)r(l + r + n) (\-x-y-zr (3.3.12) 
(i) Generating Functions For I™^(x,>^,z). 
On the lines of derivation of the generating relations for 
L^°-^\x,y), the generating relations for L^^'^'^\x,y,z) expressed by 
them are as follows: 
2^n (niyt 
ti(\+aUi+^Ui+r)„ Ly'\x,y,z) 
= e' ,F, (-;1 + a;-xt) „F, (-;1 + /^--yt) ,F, (-;1 + y-zt) (3.3.13) 
In view of the definition (3.1.3) for Bessel function, they can also write 
(3.3.13) as 
2^n Wt 
t^(l + a)„(l + y9)„(l + r)„ nr-'\x,y,z) 
= r(l + a)T(\ + P)Ti} + r){xt)-""' {yt)-"'^ (zt)-"^ 
X e'J^ {24xi)Jp (2^70 Jy (lyfzi) 
^ (niy(c)„r 
(3.3.14) 
t^(l + a)„(l + A)„(l + r)„ " C'-^ X ,^^ ,^ ) 
(1-0"'% '^^  1 i n , xt yt zt 
t-\ t-\ t-\ 
(3.3.15) 
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r^^^y 
If in (3.3.15), r replaced by - and let |c|->oo, they obtain (3.3.14). 
c 
Special cases of (3.3,15) are as follows: 
{n\ft" 
.=o(l + y )^„(l + r)„ 
L^:'^-'\x,y,z) 
(l_^)-a-.xp(3) 1 + a;l + a,\ + p,\ + y\ xt yt zt 
t - \ t - \ t - \ 
(3.3.16) 
v 2 , n 
„4-o(l + a)„(l + /)„ " 
= (l_^)-/'-'^(3) 1 / > i 1 / j i xt yt zt 
t-\ t-\ t-\ 
f ^-^^ Lf''''\x,y,z) 
^o(l + aUUP)„ 
( l -O'^ '^ff l + y;l + a,l + y5,l + r, xt yt zt 
t-\ t-\ t-\ 
(3.3.17) 
(3.3.18) 
In view of generating function (3.3.13) the following finite sum 
property for L^"'^'^\x,y,z) can easily be proved: 
L["'^''\xt,yt,zt) 
_>^ (^!)^(l + Qr)„(l + ^ )„(l + ;^)„(l-0-'-V%,,,^ 
= Z y) S (« - k)\{rAr (1 + a), (l + PUl + r), Dr''\x,y,z) (3.3.19) 
3.4 LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS OF w-VARIABLES: 
Laguerre polynomials of m-variables can now easily be defmed as: 
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in 
n(i+«,)« 
1 1 ^ J'" n n-r, n-r,-...-, 
1 " - n - - - '«-! 
X-. -. (3-4.1) 
Confluent hypergeometric function of w-variables is defined as 
Using (3.4.2), they can write (3.4.1) as 
m 
= '"\ , . . 4^ j"'^ [/7;l + a„...,l + ^ ,;x,,...,xJ (3.4.3) 
(«!) 
(i) Generating Function: 
A generating function for the Laguerre Polynomial of m-
variables (3.4.1) is as follows: 
I : ^ L': ""'{x. x J = e'no^.(-;I + «,;-V)- (3-4.4) 
"=''n(l + a,)„ 
7=1 
Using the definition (3.1.3) for Bessel function, they can write 
(3.4.4) as 
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n=0 
L 
7=1 ;=i j=i 
Yet another generating formula for (3.4.1) is as given below: 
(3.4.5) 
fi=0 
7=1 
-4«"«-«™\x„...xj 
(l-O'^'I^z"'^ c;l+ «, ,...,1 + a„;—!—,...,—2!-
' •" t-\ t-\ 
(3.4.6) 
If in (3.4.6), t replaced by - and let |C|-^QO, they obtain (3.4.4). 
c 
Properties similar to (3.2.21), (3.2.22), (3.2.24) and (3.2.25) easily 
follow. 
(ii) A Hnite sum property: 
They obtain the following finite sum property of Laguerre 
polynomials of m-variables l}""''^'''"^(x^,x.j^,...x„)\ 
(ry 4- M^ n j " | 
y=i \n 
(l-z)''-*z*Zf"«--^''\;c„x,...,xJ (3.4.7) 
H 
Proof of (3.4.7):The generating relation (3.4.4) together with the fact 
that 
y=i ;=i 
yields 
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"°n (T) 
y=i 
(^{I'zyt' 
\n=0 n\ 
1 /(a|.«2..a«)/'^ y. y. \ 
"=°n(r) 
z"?" 
«! 
comparing the coefficients oft on both sides, one gets (3.4.7) 
(iii) Integral representation: 
Using the definition of Beta function it is easy to derive the 
following integral representation for L^"'-"^' "-\x^,x.^,...x„) [See 
Raimville, E.D. [80] 
'I 'm m 
0 0 y=i 
m m • • • - • • • ' 
(3.4.8) 
Using the integral (3.1.5) and the fact that 
n "-'•|-'j---''„-i (—n) m 
(1-^ -^j"=E-- I 
r,=0 —0 r^\r^\....rj —, l l ^ m + l - y 
it is easy to derive the following integral representation for 
K '''\x,,...,x„). 
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J 
•^n ' " \^\y'i^m) 
•tit") 
/=1 
2"'nsin;c(a,.+l)nr(-a,) 
(0+)(0+) (0+) „ 
r l + fL + ... + 5! du,du,..Ju„ (3.4.9) 
0 0 0 y=i 
m m I \ 
=nr(i+«y)n(T)(i-^,-^2--..-^j'' 
y=i y=i 
(3.4.10) 
(iv) Multinomial operational representation: 
In this section use has been made of the fact that 
r ( i+A-/ / ) dx 
where X, and |j, are arbitrary real numbers 
If D =—j = \,2,...,m. They can write the multinomial expansion for 
' dx, 
y=2 \ •' j*m j*m-\ 
as 
OT+l m+1 m+1 \" 
n^..+n^.,+nA.+-+11^.. 
y=i j*m j*m-\ j=2 
n n-r n-r,-rj-^ .^.-r„., (-jj) C-l/i* +'m 
y y y V /r|+r;+...r„ V / J-^n-r^ j-^n-r^ j>^n-rr, Qn-r„ j^r^+r^+...*r„ 
r,=Orj=0 r„=0 ' 1 ' ' 2 * " ' O T ' 
(3.4.11) 
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operating (3.4.11) on j ^ " " " " ' ! ! ^ " * " f' ^^^ following operational 
7=1 
representation of (3.4.1) is obtained by them is given below. 
m+l m+i ffi+1 y 
n^..+n^..+n^+ +n^. 
1=1 J'< ' y-i J=2 r""P''*°' 
in 
y=i 
(3.4.12) 
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CHAPTER 4 
ON A TWO VARIABLE ANALOGUE OF 
KONHAUSER'S BIORTHOGONAL 
POLYNOMIAL Z^(x;A:) 
4.1 INTRODUCTION: 
In 1967 Joseph D.E. Konhauser [64] considered two classes of 
polynomials Y"{x;k) and Z"{x;k), where Y"{x;k) is a polynomial in 
X, while Z"{x;k) is a polynomial in x*, a>-l and k=l,2,3 For 
k=l, these polynomial reduce to Laguerre polynomial L^^ix) and their 
special case when k=2 were encountered earlier by Spencer and Fano 
[103] in 1951 in certain calculation involving the penetration of gamma 
rays through matter. 
The aim of the present chapter is to introduce a two variable 
analogue Zf'^\x,y;k,p) of Konhouser's polynomial Z'^{x;k) suggested 
by Laguerre polynomials of two variables l}^'^^ {x,y) due to S.F. Ragab 
[79] and defined by M.A. Khan and Khursheed Ahmad [31] who 
obtained certain generating functions, Schlafli's contour integral, 
fractional integrals and derivatives, Laplace Transforms, Integral 
representations and a finite sum property for the two variable 
Konhouser's polynomials Z'^'^{x,y;k,p). 
Konhauser's [64] established that 
]x"e-'y^ {X- k)z] (x; k)dx = ^^^^ ^ .^ ^ ^^  ^,, V/,y€ {0,1,2,...} (4.1.1) 
0 J-
which exhibits the fact that the polynomial sets y''„{x\k) and 2"(x;ic) are 
biorthogonal with respect to the weight function x°e"' over the interval 
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(0,oo). It being understood that a>-l, k is a positive integer and 5/, is 
the Kroneker delta. 
An explicit expression for the polynomials z^{x;k) was given by 
Konhauser in the form [64, p. 304] 
r(ifcn + a + n)A ' ^ -*^  
Z:;{x;k) = 
n\ 
.y(_iyM £ 
1) (4.1.2) 
As for the polynomials Y"{x;k), Carlitz [21]. Subsequently 
showed that 
where (X,)„ is the Pochhamer symbol defined by 
r(X + n) 
(4.1.3) 
(^)„ = 
" W +1) {^ + « -1) V « e {1,2,3,...} (4.1.4) 
In what follows they shall also need a symbol of the type t^{k,d) 
to denote a sequence of ^ parameters. 
a a + 1 <ar + 2 a + k-l 
,k>\. 
Further, Kampe de F'eriet type general double hypergeometric 
function is defined as [see Srivastava and Manocha [91], p. 63] 
pp:<i:k\(o,):(b,).(ct). I \^J. iK^ji^smjiuicA „.,, y=i y=i 
r,s=0 
y=l 7=1 7=1 
where for convergence, 
(i) p + q<l + m + l, p + k<l + n + \,\x\<^,\y\<os 
X y 
r]s\ 
(4.1.5) 
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(ii) p + q = l + m + l,p + k = l + n + l, 
and 
(Hi) |;c|'^(^-'>+|j;|'^(^-')<l, if p>l 
mscK{\x\,\y\} <1, if p<l 
Similarly, a general triple hypergeometric series F^^\x,y,z] is defined 
by (3.2.18) and its convergence condition is defined by (3.2.20) in the 
previous chapter. 
4.2 THE POLYNOMIAL Z^-^(x,y;k,p): 
The polynomial Z"'^{x,y;k,p) suggested by M.A. Khan and 
Khursheed Ahmad [61] are as follows 
Z:^(x,y;k,p) = r(yfe« + a + l)r(/7« + P + l) («!) 2 
x Y V ^ "^-"^ ^ (4.2.1) 
to ^  r!5!r(fo + a + l)r(pr + P +1) 
Putting/7=1, P=0 andy=0 in (4.2.1), result obtained by them is 
Zr(.,0:^,l) = (^^ ^"^^>Z ^-"^^'^ 
which is Konhauser's polynomial Z^(x:k) of one variable 
Also, for k= p= 1, (4.2.1) reduces to 
(«!)' f:il:or\s\ia + \)X^ + \), 
which is Ragab's polynomial L^^''^\x,y), a two variable analogue of 
Laguerre polynomial L^^\x). 
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Also, for k=p=\, (3=0 and y^O, (4.2.1) becomes Laguerre's 
polynomial L^"\x). 
Using (4.1.5) they express (4.2.1) as 
(a + l)^(y^ + n 
Z:'^(x,y;k,p) = 'pn (n\y 
^ ^-k-p 
-n:. ;x* y" 
...•.ik,a + l);Aip,J3 + \);k''p'' (4.2.2) 
4.3 GENERATING FUNCTION: 
The polynomial Z^-^(x,y;k,p) admit the following generating 
relation: 
e'oF, 
A(^,ar + 1); oF, A(p,/? + l); 
= 1 n\Z:\x,y;k,py fo (a + l)^(a + l) (4.3.1) 
' pn 
For an arbitrary C. They can easily obtain the following 
generating function for (4.2.1): 
^n\{C)„Z:\x,rXp)t" 
h (a + l),„(P + l),„ 
= 0-0-^ :^*;^ , 
C: •; t 
...A(A:,a + l);A(p,y^ + l); t-\ 
[A 
\k) t-\ 
f Y 
y_ 
KP) 
(4.3.2) 
By replacing t by — and let |C|-^c3o in (4.3.2) the generating relation 
(4.3.1) is obtained by them. 
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7(3) AO-A + l ) : : - ; - ; - : 
-;-;-:A(^,a + l); A(/?,p + l);-; U rt-
f V 
y_ ytj't 
=1 n\(k + \)j„Z':;'\x,rXpr t^ (a + lL(P + l),„ 
Interesting special cases of (4.3.3) are as given below: 
(4.3.3) 
-(3) A(p,P + l ) : : - ; - ; - : i i [ X 
.-;-•-•.Mk,a + \); A(p,p + 1);-; U 
Pt r^Pt p-t-y''t,p''t 
=s n\Z:'\x,yXp)t" 
^(3) 
„=o ( a + l)fe, 
A(A:,a+ 1):;-;-;-: 
(4.3.4) 
' ' '-x't-
-•-;-: Mk,a + \); A(p,p + 1);-; 
y. 
\p. 
k''t,k''t 
=S n\z:'\x,r,k,pr 
n=0 
Yet, another generating relation for (4.2.1) is as follows: 
(4.3.5) 
U (^ + l),>,(a + l)^(|3 + l)^ „ 
- C(3) A(/,^ + l ) : : - ; - ; - : ; ;• 
A(j,H +1):: -;-;-; A(A:,a +1); A(/7,p +1);-: 
x'i't y'n [I 
(4.3.6) 
Next, on considering the double series 
| . {(m + nyyz:f„(x,y',k,prz'" 
n,m=o «!m!(a + l)^(„^„)(^4-l)p( 
m+n) 
^n\Z:\x,yXpr ^ 
h (a + l)^(P + l)^ ' ° 
z 
•n\— 
t 
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h> (a + l)^(p + l),„ 
Now by making use of (4.3.1) one gets 
^ {{m + ny]'z:;l{x,rXprz'" 
„%^ «!w!(a+ !),(„,„)(P + l)p(„,„) 
*^ 0-' k 
• Y 
A(^,a + 1); \k (z + t) 
X Q ^ P A(pj+iy, -1 (z + O (4.3.7) 
Here (4.3.7) may be regarded as a double generating function for 
(4.2.1) 
4.4 S C H L X F L I ' S C O N T O U R INTEGRAL: 
M.A. Khan and Khursheed Ahmad [61] also showed the 
polynomial Z'^^^ix^y^k^p) as 
2 r ( ^ , 7 ; ^ . p ) = 
r(yfeK + a + l)r(p« + p + l) 
(«!)'(27t0' 
(0+) (0+) / k p k p p k\n 
f r (uV' -XV -y u ) J ! j^*«+a+lyP''+/?+l e"*''dudv (4.4.1) 
Proof (4.4.1): The R.H.S. of (4.4.1) is equal to 
(niy 
(0+) 
r=0 s=0 
(0+) 
r\s\ 
2m 2m 
r{kn + a + \)ripn + fi + \)^ "^ (-n)r.s^''y'" 
(niy to t^o r\s\r{ks + a + \)r{pr + /3 + l) 
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using Hankel's formula (See A. Erdelyi, et al. [11], 1.6(2)) 
1 1 °^*^  
— = — {e'r'dt (4.4.2) 
Finally (4.4.1) follows from (4.2.1). 
4.5 FRACTIONAL INTEGRALS AND DERIVATIVES: 
Let L denote the linear space of (equivalent classes of) complex 
valued functions/(x) which are Lebesgue-integrable on [0,a], a<oo. For 
f{x)EL and complex number |i with Rl[i>0, the Riemann-Liouville 
fractional integral of order [i is defined as (see Prabhakar [74], p. 72). 
/^/(x) = ^ — Ux-ty-^f(t)dt for almost all;ce[0,a]. (4.5.1) 
r(/") 0^  
Using the operator /^, Prabhakar [75] obtained the following 
results for Rl\i>0 and Rla>-1: 
F[x^Z:(x;k)]= J^I'^''''''^\x''^^Zrix;k). (4.5.2) 
T(kn + a + yi + \) 
To obtain a result similar to (4,5.2) for Z^-^(x,y;k,p) They seek 
a two variable analogue of operator I^ which is defined as 
I'''[f(x,y)] = — - ^ ] J (x-u)'-\y-vr-V(u,v)dudv (4.5.3) 
Putting f{x,y) = xy^Z:-\x,y;k,p) in (4.5.3), one gets 
I''^[x"y'z:''(x,y;k,p)\ 
^ ] ] ix-u)'-\y-vr-'u%^Z:'^(u,v;k,p,)dudv 
- — ^ J J t''w'{l-tr-\l-wr-'zy(xt,yw;k,p)dtdw 
1 ^/LJl {/I) Q Q 
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(by putting u=xt and v=yw) 
_ r(kn + g + \)r(pn + P + l)x°^ V^ "*^  
n n-r i-n)..Xy i^ , , P ' ' 
SnS r!^ !r(ifc5 + a + l)r(jpr + |3 + l) 
I 1 
X J /^*'^(1-0'^"'^?J w'"'^^(l-w)^-'Jw [using 4.2.1] 
0 0 
^ Tjkn + a + \)T{pn + p +1)^""^^"'^  
^ ^ r!5!r(ib + a + ;i + l)r(pr + y5 + // + l) 
Thus, one has arrive at 
_r(kn + a + l)r(pn + P + l)x-V^^^ ^„.,.3,, , 
r()fen + a + X, + l)r(p« + p + ^  + l) " ^ '^ ' '"^ '^ (4.5.4) 
Now by using fractional differentiation oepratorZ)!* definedby [See 
Srivastava snd Manocha [91], p. 285] 
r(A--n+i) 
where p. is an arbitrary complex number, to show that 
A n\{;i)„Z:'^{x,y;k,pr 
(4.5.5) 
;^ iM)„ r{kn + a + l)r{pn + j3 + \) \^\[fj+n'j\ 
- ^'\I/(2) 
= e"¥ (U): ; ',Jx\ _ 
L(^,l):A(A:,a + l);A(AP + l); [k) '^ p) 
(4.5.6) 
which is a series relation for Z^-^(x,y;k,p). 
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Proof (4.5.6): They can rewrite (4.3.1) as 
^.,^n\z:-\x,y,k,pr 
^ ( a + l)^(p + l) pn 
= oF, 
•V 
A(^,a + 1); \k oFp A ( A P + I ) ; 
Now, multiplying both sides by t , and applying D, ^, one gets 
L.H.S. 
riiU) n,=0 H(//)„,,(a + l);^ (y^ + l)^„ 
nM) i-o(/i)„(a + lk(/^ + l) ' '^''"'' pn 
(using Kummer's transformation). 
Similarly, R.H.S. 
r(fl) n.r=0 
(^\J- rx^' 
\KJ 
y_ 
.PJ 
\p 
y=l I. k 
* ^ a + y^ pf^ + j ^ 
^IW^/'-V^^) 
r(/^) 
W): ; ; -^Tr-f^ '^ ' 
V' 
y_ 
\p 
which immediately lead to (4.5.6) 
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4.6 LAPLACE TRANSFORM: 
In the usual notation the Laplace transform is given by 
L{m: 5} = J e-"f{t)dt, Rl{s -a)>0 
0 
where feL(0,R) for every R>0 and f(t) = o{e'"\t 
Srivastava [81] proved 
L{t'Z:{xt;k):s} 
(4.6.1) 
00. Using (4.6.1) 
(a + l)^r(P + l) 
*+r * 
-«,A(^,P + l)/x^ 
A(A:,a + l) 'Xs y (4.6.2) 
provided that Rl(s)>0 and i?/(p)>-l. 
In order to obtain a result of the type (4.6.2) for Z^-^{x,y;k,p) A 
two variable analogue of (4.6.1) is introduced by them as given below. 
L{nu,v):s„s,}j J e-'"'-'^V(u,v)dudv (4.6.3) 
0 0 
Now, one has 
L{u''v^ Z^-^ (xu,yv;k, p): s^,S2} 
(aH-l)^(yg + l)^ " i^^ 
( « ! ) r=Oi=0 
( -« ) , 
. fa / \ P'-
J U. 
r\ s^ nl of + y )n 
xJe-^"'M'^^^c/«|e-*^V"''^v 
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(-^iM'~^]n('^'" 
xZZ-
r=0.5=0 
>=iV ^ A>=i V p J 
^x^ 
\^\ J 
k ^ y 
z 
-nm.a^ 
Thus, they arrive at 
^(«+ik(;g+i)p.r(r+i)r((?+i) 
-n:A(A:,/ + l);A(p,<^ + l); 
:A(fc,a + l);A(p,y? + l); \^\J 
(4.6.4) 
In the special case when y = a,5 = p. It simplifies at once to the 
following elegant form 
(a + lV (^ + 1)„ r ( a + l)r(y^ + l) , 
where Rl{s^)>0,Rl{s^)>Q and a > - l , p > - l . 
4.7 FURTHER INTEGRAL REPRESENTATIONS: 
Using the definition of Beta function. They derive the following 
integral representation for Z'^-^{x,y;k,p) (See Rainville [80], p. 18): 
\ \x"{s- xy-' yP {t - yr' Zy {x, y; k, p)dxdy 
0 0 
^ r(^+g+\)Tipn+/?+i)r(/)r(c^)^"^^r^^'^ 
T{kn + a + y + \)T{pn-\-p + S + \) zr-^^'{s,t;k,p) (4.7.1) 
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Using the integral (see Erdelyi et al. [35], Vol. I, p. 14), 
(0+) 
2/sin;Er(z) = - J (-ty-'e-'dt (4.7.2) 
and the fact that 
(,_,_^).=|;"f^^%f^ (4.7.3) 
it is easy to derive the following integral representation for 
- ] ] i-ur'' (v)-^-' e-"-' (1 - x' (-«)* - y' i'vy)" dudv 
00 00 
= ^]^W: z:-\x,y;k,p). (4.7.4) 
Tikn + a + \)Tipn + ^  + \) " 
Also, one has 
^-^ ] 1" u"v^e-''-''Z"'^(xu,yv;k,p)dudv 
= (l-x'-y''y. (4.7.5) 
4.8 A FINITE SUMMATION FORMULA: 
It is easy to derive the following finite sum property of the 
polynomial Z""(x,y;k,p): 
Z'^\xz,yz;k,k) 
.=0 „!(«-r)!(a + l)^(P + l),, 
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Proof of (4.8.1): The generating relation together with the fact that 
e\F, xz 
^* 
A(A;,a+l); \k 0 ^ . A(^,y^4-1); 
' yz 1 
\K J 
= e 
(l-z*)/ r*/ rr 
A(^,a + 1); 
^ r ^ 
yKj 
z't O^k '-U 
A(k,j3+iy, U . 
z*r 
yields 
n\Z^'\xz,yz;k,k)t" 
-0 (a + l)^(P + l) lb) 
• JU" (a + lL(P + lk /7=0 «! 
from which on comparing the coefficients of t" on both sides, one gets 
(4.8.1). 
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CHAPTER-5 
GENERATING FUNCTIONS FOR SYSTEMS IN 
SEVERAL VARIABLES AND MULTLINEAR 
EXTENSIONS OF CLASSICALS RESULTS 
5.1 INTRODUCTION: 
Srivastava and Manocha [41] discussed linear and multiple 
generating functions for various systems in several variables involving 
Hermite, laguerre and Jacobi polynomials. They also gave a brief 
discussion of analogous (linear and multiple) generating function 
involving Laurent series for systems depending upon one and more 
variables. 
The polynomials of Hermite, Laguerre and Jacobi attracted a great 
deal of interest by several researchers including Srivastava [82, 83, 85]. 
Srivastava and Bushman [93, 94], Carlitz and Srivastava [28], Carlitz 
[25], Chak [32], Erdelyi [41] Srivastava and Singhal [96], Zeithin [110], 
Srivastava and Panda [98], Srivastava and Doust [95], Madhekar and 
Thakare [72], M.A. Khan et al. [55, 58, 59, 60, 61] in the generalization 
of generating function for system in several variables. 
In Section (5.2) we quote here a generating function for a 
multivariable polynomials A^""^^[/«,,...,w ;^Zp...,zJ expressed by 
Srivastava [1] and its generalization is discussed in section (5.3). 
In section (5.4) further generalization of multivariable 
polynomials is discussed by Srivastava and Bushman [93, 94], where 
they defined a function F[zy,....,z^] of several complex variables 
z^,...,z^ and give some more efficient result of multivariable 
polynomials. 
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In section (5.5), generating relation of two classes of 
multivariable hypergeometric polynomials associated with generalized 
Lauricella function of several variable and a generalized Laguerre 
polynomial are obtained with few special cases. 
In section (5.6), some classical results of multilinear generating 
function for a large variety of polynomial of hypergeometric type, 
Jacobi type etc. are discussed by using series rearrangement technique 
In section (5.7), some main results are obtained on generating 
functions involving Laurent series associated with generalized 
Lauricella hypergeometric function of several complex variables and 
also in terms of multidimensional Laurent series are presented. 
Some of the definition and notations used in this chapter are as 
follows: 
Gould's identity is expressed as: 
7 
t:'Qy + {P + \)n 
'a + {P + \)n\ 
n 
=(i+oi;(-i)"r ^ 'n + r//3 + \) 
n 
f /- \" 
^ 
vl + Cy 
(5.1.1) 
where, a, P and y are complex parameters independent of n and C, is 
given by (5.2.5). 
Confluent form of Lauricella function 
^f[a;c„....,c„;x„...,x„]= J ] (^).,. 
"i .'".=o(c,) ( c j w,! w j (5.1.2) 
Jacobi polynomial 
Pi''''\^)-{-iTP:;''''\-z)=\^''f\,F, 
a+l; T (5.1.3) 
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Bailey's bilinear generating function 
= (1 + 0 -a-p-\ -{a + P + \),-{cc + P + 2y,a + \,p + l;x,y 
where, for convenience 
{\-x\\-y)t 
(1+0 ' 
Lemma is expressed as: 
lull] 
Y = (l + x)(l + >;> (1 + 0' 
XA(k,n)='^A(k,n-2k) 
(5.1.4) 
(5.1.5) 
n,t=0 n=0 
X 'f^B(k,n)=f^ B(k,n + 2k) 
n=0 *=0 n,k=0 
(5.1.6) 
5.2 MULTIVARIABLE GENERATING FUNCTIONS: 
Srivastava [82] express a multivariable generating function as 
given below: 
Theorem (1): Let f[z,...,z^] be a function of several variables z,,...,z^ 
defined by 
/[z„...,zj= x (^^ .v..,^ .)n f r (5.2.1) 
kt.-.kr, 
where {c(^,,...,^^)} is bounded multiple sequence. Also let 
A-[.,. . . , . . , , , . . . , , = ^ | ^ - i ^ . ( , , , n f^  (5.2.2) 
Where m,,...,m^ are positive integers 
y=. ^ / 
Af = w,^, +... + w^^^. (5.2.3) 
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and a,P are arbitrary complex numbers independe 
Then I ; 
^ (oc^{P + \)n\ ,^p. 
n=0 n 
=(1+o"'' (1 - per f{^^ (-0'"', , ^ r (-c)""' ] (5.2.4) 
(5.2.5) 
where (!; is a function of t defined by 
Proof: The proof of generating function (5.2.4), detailed by Srivastava 
[82], runs parallel to that of its one variables case by Srivastava [83] as 
given below: 
n=0 
Qr + (/? + l)«'l 
n 
\nlm\ 
'-a (-«) nOt. Yk^ U {a + Pn + V)^,, k\ 
(^1 + C r ' y [xj-Q-f 
\-Pe h k\ 
and also a combinatorial identity 
(5.2.6) 
(5.2.7) 
where a and P are complex numbers independent of n, and ^ is a 
function of/ defined by (5.2.5). 
By suitably specializing the coefficients c{k^,....,k^) in (5.2.1) 
and (5.2.2), Srivastava derives from his general result (5.2.4) the 
multivariable generating function 
" (a + {p + \)n\ , „ . . 
n-O n 
va+l 
^^O' .pA.B\ ;B(') 
\-P^ C:D';....;D('') (5.2.8) 
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were, for convenience, 
A+V.B; ;fl<' ' 
(O-[{a):e\ ,G''^l 
[ic):iiy\ ,iv''% • 
( ' • ) ^ .w l ( ' • )^ . [-n:m„...,mMm'.n ;W^)-r']; 
[a + Pn + \:m„...,m^:M):5'\,...',{{d^''^ --d^'^]; Zx,-Zr (5.2.9) 
in terms of the generalized Lauricella function defined by Srivastava 
and Daoust [95, pp. 454]. 
5.3 A GENERALIZATION OF THEOREM 1: 
Stivastava [85] gives a generating function for the multivariable 
polynomials A "^'^ [^w, w^ :z,,....,z^] defined by (5.2.2) is more general 
than (5.2.4). His generalization of Theorem 1 of the preceeding section 
is given below: 
Theorem 2: for positie integers /w,,....,m^, let M b e defined by (5.2.3). 
Also, for arbitrary complex parameters a, P and y, let 
G(,n;a,P,y',m^,...,m/,^^,..4^) 
= s (n + M + yl^P + l) 
,,X'or + (/3 + \)M c(k„...,k,)fl 1 4 (5-3.1) j=l Kj\ 
in terms of coefficient c(^,, ,k^) involved in (5.2.1) and (5.2.2). 
Then f] fa + (j3 + l)n 
;U r+(/9+i)« n 
V(a./?) A':''^[m„...m/,z„...zX 
= (1 + Cr H[z, (-^)"" ,....z, i-CT' ;-C /(I + Q] 
where C, is defined by (5.2.5) and for convenience, 
(s-r 
(5.3.2) 
n=0 n 
G{n;a,P,r,m„...,m/,^„...,^^)Tj"{5.33) 
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Proof: Denoting the first member of generating function (5.3.2) by Q, 
and by using (5.2.2) and binomial coefficient (2.1.6), one gets 
Z'o y + {p + \)n k,...,K^Q n-M j-> k/. 
n 
t" 
where we have used Lemma (4) of section 2.1 in Srivastava and 
Manocha [91], and 
a'-a = f-y = {p + \)M. (5.3.4) 
Mbeing given by (5.2.3). 
Now the inner most series in this last expression for Q can be 
transformed fairly readily by making use of Gould's identity (5.1.1) 
with a and y replaced by a' and y', respectively. Upon inverting the 
order of resulting summation, we thus formally obtained the desired 
result (5.3.2). 
Srivastava [85] expressed some particular cases of (5.3.2) for 
y=a as given below: 
a (a + {p + \)n\ ,^p^ 
„=o a + {p-^\)ny n A':'''[m„...,m/,z„.,.,zX 
" ^... ^M^ [^A-c^r^t' 
= (l + 0" Z ^ (^^ ,v..^ .)n ^ ^ H T - ^ (5.3.5) 
where a' is given by (5.3.4). Formula (5.3.5) is equivalent to the 
multivariable generating function (5.2.4). 
The limiting case of (5.3.2), as lyKoo, corresponds formally to 
the generating function (5.2.4). 
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In terms of generalized Lauricella polynomials defined by 
(5.2.9). Theorem 2 yields the special case 
r 
„t-o r+(/?+i) n ) 
=(i+crz (-0" 
«=0 
( a-y\ 
\ n J 
(n + yl{P + \) , -1 
n 
c \" 
1+^, 
C+1:D';....;£)''> 
'[(a):^':...,^^^)],[//(^ + l):m„...mJ:[(Z>'):^']; 
[{c):ii/\...y''%[\ + n + Yl{l3 + \):m,,...,m,]:M)-.8']-
z.C-O^'v^.C-O" (5.3.6) 
In the limit when |Y|->OO, this last result (5.3.6) gives the 
multivariable hypergeometric generating function (5.2.8). 
5.4 FURTHER GENERALIZATIONS: 
Srivastava and Buschman [93, 94] define a function i^[z,,...,zj 
of several complex variables z,,...z^ by the formal series (5.2.1) as: 
F[z„...,zJ= £ c{k„...,k,)z1\...z'/ 
*, *,=0 
(5.4.1) 
Where the coefficient c{k^,...,k^){kj>0\\<j<r) are arbitrary 
constant, real and complex. Corresponding to every multiple series of 
this type, they introduce a set of polynomials in r complex variables 
z,,...,z^ defined by 
Qi''"^^[/l,,...,;i,;m,,...,w,;z,,...,zJ 
Where, Z = A,^,+... + 2^^ ,^ 
(5.4.2) 
(5.4.3) 
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Mis given by (5.2.3), a,p and X^^...,^^ are arbitrary complex numbers, 
and mp...,w^ are positive integers. 
Theorem 3: Corresponding to the multiple series FPz,,...,zJ defined 
by (5.4.1), let 
f/(«,w,,...,m^;cir,y^,/,A,,...,A^;^p...,^^) 
n 
C{k„...,k,)^f^...i A, pk^ 
« = 0,1,2... (5.4.4) 
where a,p,Y and A,,...,/l^ are arbitrary complex numbers, m,,...,w^ are 
arbitrary positive integers, and L and M are defined by (5.4.3) and 
(5.2.3), respectively. 
Then 2 - - ' ' - >"<^"""^"<«'« 
n^o r + (P+)n n 
Q7''^*[A,,...A,,w,,...,m,;zp...,zJ/" 
= (i+c)'^r[z,(-0'"'(i + C)\-,2.(-C)'"'(i + 0'';-<^/a+0L (5.4.5) 
where C^ is given by (5.2.5) and, for convenience, 
00 
K{^,,...,^,;7] = 2]F(«,m,,...,w,,a,)^,;',>l,,...,2,....,;i,;^,,...^j77''(5.4.6) 
n=0 
On comparing the coefficient (5.4.2) and (5.2.2), It is easily seen 
that 
\(a,P)\ xiaj) A^„"-^^[m„...,w,;z„...,zJ = Q|,'^'^^[0,...,0;/«„...,/w,;z,,...,zJ (5.4.7) 
Consequently, Theorem 2 (Section 5.3) follows from theorem 3 
in the special case 
2, =... = A^ =0. 
Also, a multivariable hypergeometric generating function 
analogous to (5.3.6) is deduced from (5.4.5). 
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Theorem 4: Let the parameters a, P and /l,,,..,/l^ coefficient 
cik„...,K),(kj>0,\/JG{l...,r} 
be arbitrary complex numbers. Define the sequence polynomials 
A\"'''^[A^,...,X/,m^,...,m/,z^,...,z^} 
(5.4.8) 
for « = 0,1,2,—> and for arbitrary positive integers m, ,...,m^, with Z and 
Mdefined by (5.4.3) and (5.2.3), respectively. 
a 
^ at{fi + \)n 
a + ifi + ljn] 
n 
AS,*"^^[;i,...,A,;w,,...,m^;z,,...,2j/" 
=(i+oM«,/»;z,(-cra+o\-,^.(-o'"^(i+o''] (5.4.9) 
where C, is defined by (5.2.5) and, for convenience, 
00 - , 
w[a,/?;^,,...,^J= X 
*,..JC=O« + ()^ + 1)M + ^ 
C(A:„...,^,)^;' C (5.4.10) 
An interesting special case of the generating function (5.4.9) 
by using Ay = Z and trij = m,J = l,...,r is given by (Srivastava and Bushman 
[93], p. 369), 
;^ a + (j3 + i)n 
= (1 + C)> 
n 
a 
_a + (/? + l)m 
Wi"-^^[Z;m;z„...,zX 
•,z,(-cr(i+o\...,z^(-o"'(\+cy 
for convenience. 
a C(k„...,k,)^,\.4^ k\ pkr 
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5.5 SOME MULTIPLE GENERATING FUNCTION: 
Carlitz and Srivastava [28] Considered two classes of 
multivariable hypergeometric polynomials associated with generalized 
Lauricella function of several variables by Srivastava and Doust [95] 
p\:\;...;\(laA ,Orttfii:^];...;[firJr],y y ] 
^\:0;...-0\lr¥i.-,V'r]- ; ; ; -^I ' - .^r / 
= Fi'->[(a:^,):(y^,,<;>,);(r;^^,);x„...xJ (5.5.1) 
where the parameters a,Pi,Y are arbitrary complex numbers and the 
coefficients dj duy/t are real and positive, i = \,...,r. Some special cases 
of this function when 6i=(^i=y/i=\ 
f icc\,..kSP\ iPr)k^x^ J ^ ^^^2) 
*, A.=o (r)*,+ ^k, k,\"'k^\ 
is Lauricella function of n variables, and its generalization by Chak 
[32], for which 6^ = y/^ = m,6^ =\,m being a positive integer is 
F[,JaJ^,....p/,r,x^,...,x^] (5.5.3) 
The first class of polynomials 
Fi;\{-n:m,):{P,,(l>,y.{y:ii/,);x„...,x,] 
^"'.^•-|.M.^»(-,7),,,,,,,^,^(A);.,^....(^.),,,, f^' // (5 5 4) 
Corresponds to (5.5.1) when a=-n and 0^ =mi(i = l,...,r), where 
« > 0 and w, > 1 are integers. These polynomials are contained in the 
multivariable hypergeometric polynomias defined by (5.3.9) when P=0. 
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Thus, by suitably specializing the generating function (5.2.8), we have 
[Carlitz and Srivastava (28), Part I, p. 43, eq. (16)] 
I ^FP[{-n:m,):{j3,,</>,y,{r:y/^;x„...,x,r 
«=o n 
= (l-0-'FA''[(A:m,):(/9,,<!),);(r:V',);a: /" t ^'^' 
Kt-h 
( t \ 
, . . . , X . 
Kt-\j 
(5.5.5) 
By using confluent form of Lauricella function 
lim Fi^>[(a:^,):(/?,.,^,);(r;^,);-^,...,4- (5.5.6) 
a confluent case of (5.5.5) may be written as 
X Fi;\{-n•,m,)^.{PM^,{r^,i|/,)^,X,,...,X^ > 
= ^'A''^[(/?p<!>J:(r:^,);^,(-0'"',...,^.Hr] 
«! 
(5.5.7) 
The second class of polynomials corresponds to (5.5.1), where n 
> 0 and m, > 1 are integer. 
^D [(^:^,):(^,>wj;(r:^,);x,,...,xj 
*1=0 *,=0 
f n ^ 
\T)k]y/\+..A-krii/r 1' '"' 
(5.5.8) 
For 6>,=^,. =w,=l (/ = l,...,r), these polynomials reduces to the 
Lauricella polynomials considered by Carlitz [6], For arbitrary \i>Q. 
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lim F^^'^lia: 1): (-«,,!):(y://);x, /a,...,xja] 
1 n I 
«,!..^ ' 
V/ /«,+...+nr 
r - ry - l , / / 
-^n,,.../i, (•' '•1'—>-^r) (5.5.9) 
A generalized Laguerre polynomial stated by Erdelyi [8] is 
extended by Chak [7] 
L^f n (xp- ,x , )= ^'^"'^^"'"""; ^g)[(-«,a);(a4-l://);x„...,x,) (5.5.10) 
" ' ' «,! n/. 
As a matter of fact, in the notation of Erdelyi [8], we have 
L%l„M,,...,x,) = Lll^„^{x,,...,x,) (5.5.11) 
By using series rearrangement technique, Carlitz and Srivastava 
[5], Part II, derive their first multiple generating function. 
«,,...,„,=o «,!...«,! 
F'^\{a:e^):{-n^,m^W:y/,);x„...,x,]u';'...u"/ 
-X r2:0;...;0 l'\2' 
= i\-urF^::^ 
^ «, >"" 
V^-ly ,f/-ly 
' • r ^ 
where, t/ = M, +... + «, (5.5.12) 
If m^ =m,0i =0 and ^^ , =^//(/ = l,...,r), where w is an arbitrary 
positive integer and min(^ ,^)>0, (5.5.12) become: 
«> (Ji) 
ni,.,/i^>0 « i ! . . . « , ! >7 I 
F'j^[(a;0)'.(-n,,my,(r-i/^y,h,...,x^]u^\..u"/ 
= (l-ur\i//; U,m)Xa.e), ^m ir.v); {u-\y (5.5.13) 
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in which 
^ . = I /^«r (5.5.14) 
/=i 
The form of the generating function (5.5.14) suggests the 
existence of an obvious generatilization given by [Carlitz and 
Srivastava (6), Part II, p. 146, eq. (41)]. 
Wn,+...+nr 
n, ,^=0 n^\..-n,\ 
<p(ni,...n, :w:x^,...,x,)w"' ...u. "i „ " ' • 
( i-«)-^ | ; ^%^w(«) 
«=0 «! (\-uy 
where 
(/^(n^,...,n^:w:x^,...,x^) 
[n,/m] [nr/m] r f yi \ 
= E I «(*,+...+*,) n ' 
*,=0 *,=0 (=1 mk 
(jnk^^k. 
V'""-/ J "-/ v. • 
(5.5.15) 
(5.5.16) 
The generating function (5.5.14) follows from (5.5.16) in the 
special case when 
pf^=(„)iii::^,„=0,1,2,... (5.5.17) 
Next, with a view to obtaining a class of bilateral generating 
functions, Carlitz and Srivastava ([28], Part II, p. 146) consider the 
multiple sum 
"= Z w... h+-+nr c-ir) 
«, «,-o w,!...^,! 
(/l).^;) 
F^'>[ia:e):{-n,,my,{r:i//y,x„...,x,] 
^TXbp.-.J'J^r <^  (5.5.18) 
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where 
H^ 
(A.^/) 
/,,....,/,=0 h—^s-
the arbitrary coefficient C(/,,...,/^) being independent of «, and 
#^.>0(y = l,...,5) 
Applying the generating function (5.5.1), one gets 
Q = ( i - c / ) - ' | ; (^^-("^^ mn\^)nB 
to n\{y)„^ L(C/-1) 
^ „ 
T m.n 
y\ ys 
'•" [(i-f/)^'""'(i-{/)^^_ 
(5.5.19) 
Where 17 and X^ are given by (5.5.13) and (5.5.15), m is an 
arbitrary positive integer, and (^ ,^ )>0 . 
In terms of Lauricella function, when 
c(/„...,/j = _(A)/,^.-(/^.)/..,., 
(v)/,4-,+....+/,c. 
(5.5.20) 
IJ >0,min{«^.,C^.}>0,y = l,...,5 
Eq. (5.5.20) yields the bilateral generating relation 
F^'^Ka :^):(-«, ,m): (^ ^ :^^);x,,...,xj 
xF^^^P + «,+... + «, :#,):(/i . ,«,);(v:C,):y„.. .>^,K'.. .<' 
/ i r r x - A y ' Wm/i(<^)/i6 
«=o «!(r)„v' (17-1)' F'^\{X^mn-4^):{^^,n^y,{v:^,) 
y\ ji y s i: 
( l - ( / ) " (1-^7) (5.5.21) 
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5.6 MULTIPLE-SERIES EXTENSIONS OF SOME CLASSICAL 
RESULTS: 
Srivastava and Singhal [96] gave two proofs (one using the 
differential operation and other by induction) of the multilinear 
dx 
generating function. 
At 
_ M L _ Z M 1 ] (5.6.1) 
Ak Ah 
where ^^ "^  is a confluent hypergeometric function of n variables, and 
A, = 1 - 2 «,,^ = 1,2,3,... (5.6.2) 
1=1 
By using the Laplace transform technique Srivastava and Singhal 
[96, p. 1244, Eq. (24)] shows from (5.6.1) that 
- r ;^ n v.^ -''A-'^ -'"/^ ':';5'; ;5"" f^  + m;v;(6');...;(6(*^); 
- ( . ) „ ( 1 - . ) A, F,.,,,^  ^ , . | : , ; ( , . ) , . , ( , . ) ) , 
(5.6.3) (l-jc)A^ A^ A;t j 
where, m is an arbitrary nonnegative integer, A^  is given by (5.6.2), and 
the multivariable F-function occurring on the right hand side of (5.6.3) 
is defined by Srivastava and Daoust ([95], pp. 454) and 
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H[n„...,n,;y„...,y,]Yl B^'^+IF^,,, 
;=1 
-n^Xb^'h 
io^yi iC'") 
(5.6.4) 
gets 
If on replacing x on both side of (5.6.3) by x/v and let |v|->, one 
00 c;l^  r T 
Z r ? 1^ .r'"'~ 1'^ ^h,-r^.;y^,-,y,]"•"'•.••"? 
- / ' ; ^ -J: A-/l-m r-I:0;5';...;fl'*' ^^+m;...;(n..;(*<**); ^ "l^^I "*>"* ^ 
.a;(c'):....;(c">); ^ ^ ' ^ ^ '••• ' ^ 
* y 
(5.6.5) 
Special case of (5.6.5) gives multilinear generating function 
xZ„^(>',;-^.) < * ( n ; ^ , )<'....«? 
_ / ^ , i \ * A-or-OT-l c'l:0;0;...;0 (a+m+\: ; ;....; , ^ 
-\U-flJ^e i i ^ / 0:l;j|;,..;ji V :a+l;A(j,;^+I);....;A(jt;A+I); * 
«,(y,/^ir ' UkiyJ^kY' (5.6.6) 
where 
-n; 
A(i;a+I); 
' X\ 
\S, 
,^ = 1,2,3. (5.6.7) 
Equation (5.6.6) reduces to (5.6.1) when s^ =... = s,^ =1, 
Srivastava [84] applies series rearrangement technique to prove a 
unification of (5.6.3) and (5.6.5) in the form. 
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n «*=o « i ! . . ^ * ' 
X//-[«,,..., «^  ;>;,,...,;); J M,"' «^«* 
~ ^ * '^ 0:C;C';...;C<*> 
f 
V 
.:(c);(c.);...;(c<*'); ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ' - ' ^ ^ ^ (5.6.8) 
where At is given by (5.6.2) 
In order to recover (5.6.3) from (5.6.8), firstly replace X on both 
sides of (56.8) by X,+m, (m=0,1,2,...,), and x by x/(x-l) and then set 
B=C=\, b\=\, c\=X, using the following consequences of Euler's 
transformation 
2^1 
X-nn+n[ ....+nii ,y, ^ 
A; 
x-l 
= (l-x)%F, [-'"-"'- -"^-lx\ (5.6.9) 
One the other hand, (5.6.5) follows from (5.6.8), if on replacing 
X on both sides of (5.6.8) by X+m (m=0,l,2,...) and x by -x, and then 
set B=0, C=l, ci=A,, using the following consequence of Kummer's 
first theorem 
IF, [^---"i- ^"^*;-:c] = e-' ,F, [—"«- -"*.• x] (5.6.10) 
A MULTILINEAR GENERATING FUNCTION ANALOGOUS TO 
(5.6.8): 
The above results of this section yield multilinear generating 
function for a large variety of polynomial including hypergeometric 
type. 
For example, the Jacobi polynomials 
Pi"-"'^\x),pl"-^-"\x) and p'r"-^-"\x) 
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But they do not seen to apply easily to the case of unrestricted 
Jacobi polynomial pl,"'^\x) 
In which the polynomial degree n is missing in the index (a,(3). 
With this point in view, Srivastava [11] proves, again using the series 
rearrangement technique. The following multiple generating function 
analogues to (5.6.8): 
n,,....n,=0 ( ^ , ) „ , {^k)n, « l ! " " " « * ! 
p fA+n|+,...+«i.//+«,+,...+ni,(*); V T | p 
1=1 
_ p2:B-B\ ;B<*';0-,....;o(/l,//:(6),(6'); , ( 6 ^ * ' ) ; . . ; . ; . . ; ^ , . , , . , , , , , , , ) 
(cC); y' 
(5.6.11) 
If on replacing |i by ^+w, A: by x/{x-l), Ui/(\-x), i=l,..,k, B=0, 
C=l, C]=^i, and apply Euler's transformation (5.6.9) in (5.6.11), one 
gets the multilinear generating function: 
m .,=0 (^,)„, i^k) 
/=1 
f l L(')+2'^r<' 
"k 
O v 
«,! «^! 2-' 1 
- / « - / j | . . .-A;^ , / l+n|+. .+nyt; 
_ /I _ \ - / l r2:0;fl'; ;fi'*);0;....;0( X,it+m,..;{b% ;(6<*^);...;....;...; _ £ _ 
^ ^ 0:l;r; ;C(*);l;...,l (^  ;;.;(c'); ;(c(*>);.,;....;.,; ;^ . _ 1 
> ,^W, yi^Ui^ M, (5.6.12) 
1-x 1-A: \-X 1 - ^ , 
In order to apply (5.6.12) to the unrestricted polynomial, we set 
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X = a + fi + m + l,^ = a + \,x-^j{\-x) 
?(') 5^" = 0 , C " =l,c[" =a , +l,v,. =5 , +1, 
yi-i J , -> frr ,«, ^ i (jj'/+ IK, I = i v , ^, 
(5.6.13) 
and make use of (5.1.3) and the result 
^a + n^fx + lX 
V « y 
The multilinear function obtained is 
2 ^ , 
_„_/?_„ X — 1 
-n-0-n 
a+\ X + 1 
(5.6.14) 
.„3:=o(«, +1)„, (/^ , +1), -ice, +1)„^ (;9, +1)„^ ^'"^'"-^"* "^"^  
, (a i .A) ( a * , A ) , , \ , "i ,,"* pr"'(>^.)--<*"*>*)".-"^ 
= (« + !). (x + \ 
-a-P-m-X 
F^"'^'\a + P + m + \,a + m + \; 
<2, +l,.. . . ,a^ + l , / ' i + l v . - , A +I5 -, ;—V" , ; — 
x+\ x+\ x+1 
(7 ,+l)«i {yk+^)Uk 
x + \ x + \ 
(5.6.15) 
where F^"^ denotes the third type of Lauricella's hypergeometric 
function. For special case of (5.6.15), when ^ 1 , Madhekar and 
Thakare [72] give an interesting generalization of Bailey's bilinear 
generating function for Jacobi polynomial. 
^ (m + n)!(a + ^  + m + l) ,,,^) ,,,,. 
"=o (/ + l)„(d + l)„ 
( x + \\ 
= (a + l)^ — - F^^^[a + p + m^\,a + m + \\a + \,y + \,d + \; 
V 2 y 
. x - 1 {y-\)t {y + \)t 
x + l x+1 x+1 (5.6.16) 
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where, for convergence, 
t '<• 
y + \\''+\y-l\' 
5.7 GENERATING FUNCTIONS INVOLVING LAURENT 
SERIES 
Srivastava and Panda [98] motivate the Zeitlin [110] work and 
derive a number of new classes of generating functions for certain 
multiple sequences of functions of several complex variables. Their 
generating functions involve either Taylor or Laurent series and 
provide extensions of various results discussed in section (5.2), (5.3) 
and (5.4). In this last section only main results on generating functions 
involving Laurent series is presented. 
Given a multiple sequence Q.(k^,...,k^), VAr^  e {0,1,2,....}, \<i<r. 
They define another sequence of functions of several complex 
variables Z|,...,z^ by 
A;,"-^) [ / / , , . . . , / / , ;Z , , . . . ,ZJ 
= Z tevJ"(^.'"-'^.)Tr---TT' V«e{0,±l,±2,...} (5.7.1) 
Where a,P,iJ.^,...,^^ are arbitrary complex numbers independent of «. 
In particular, if /i,. =w,, \/ie{\,....,r). where m^,...m^ are postive 
integers, (5.7.1) yield. 
A^^)[^„...,m.;z„...zJ= ± tel^.^J 
A kr=0 
Z7 
xnik„...,k,)-^....f-, V«6{0,1,2,...},w,e{1,2,3...}, \<i<r (5.7.2) 
Ic.l IT I 
and 
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xQik,,...,k^)-^....-^, \/n,m.e{\X...}, l<i<r (5.7.3) 
If in.=^-m-,i = \,...,r, where m,,...,m^ are positive integers, one 
gets from (5.7.1). 
.(«.^)r_;„ -m-z z^- y (°+(^ +'>" ) 
*I,..A=0 
Q(A:,,.. . ,^,)^... .44. V« € {0,1,2,...},^, G {1,2,3...}, \<i<r (5.7.4) 
Since 
n-M 
frfJ^(Rj.\\r,\ C-W^ 
n 
L^LlAK.,n>M>0 (5.7.5) 
Where M is given by (5.2.3). Thus (5.7.4) defines a constant multiple 
of the multidimensional polynomial, 
A^;-^)[m„...,m,;(-l)""z„...,(-l)'"^2j (5.7.6) 
whose generating function is given by (5.3.2) 
The first generating function, expressed as a Laurent series, for 
the multivariable sequence defined by (5.7.2) and (5.7.3) is expressed 
by Srivastava and Panda [98] is given below. 
Theorem 5: For arbitrary complex numbers a and (3, and positive 
integers m,,...,m^, all independent of « let A^""^^ [wp...,w^;zi,...,zj be 
defined for every integer n by (5.7,2) and (5.7.3). Also let M and ^ be 
given by (5.2,3) and (5.2,5), respectively, and suppose that 
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U{n,m^,...,m/,a,p,y,;z^,...,z^)= Yj y 
k,X=or-(J3 + ^ W 
^a-Y^ 
V « J 
(n-M + yl{p + \)\ 
n 
z Q(A:„...,^,)n ^ (5.7.7) 
>=i ^ ; 
Where y is an arbitrary complex number in dependent of «. 
Then 
r+(/^+i)« 
, («./?) A„ •^^[m,,...,w,;z,,...,zjr 
= (1 + o " n .^^ """" v..,^.C"'"' ;-^/(i + O] • 
where, for convenience, 
(5.7.8) 
V\z^,...,z/,t\ = Yu ^{n,m^,...,m/,a,p,y\z^,...,z^)f 
n=0 
(5.7.9) 
Further, for y=a, (5.7.8) evidently yields 
a 
a + (y^  + l)« 
. (a,/?) N'y\m,,...,m,;z,,...,z^Y 
= {\ + 0"U{Q,m„...,m/,aJ,a;z,C"'\-,ZrC"'') (5.7.10) 
which is sufficient condition for the existence of the generating 
function 
00 
= {\ + 0"^\\- PO"W{z,C'"\:.,z,C'"') (5.7.11) 
where 
(5.7.12) 
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Proof: If we set 
w{n) = 7 
/ + (^ + \)n 
(aj) A|f'^'[/M,,...,w,;z,,...,zjr (5.7.13) 
and, I, = X ^(")' ^ 2 = Z ^(-") 
then substitution from (5.7.2) in w{n) yields. 
(5.7.14) 
00 * | *r «> 
00 _.*! „ * r 00 
= 2 "(* .*')7r yr^; 
fa-i/3 + l)M + (fi + l)n\ 
[ n ) ' 
= S-T,say 
where Mis given by (5.2.3) 
5 - y Qa k.) ' ^ 
r 
y + (fi + l)n ^ n + M ^ 
r 
yt-^ 
ki,...,kr=0 ^ l ! k,\r-(j^+i)M 
y-{P + \)M a-i/^ + l)M + (/3 + l)n 
.=0 r-(/3 + ^W + (j3 + \)n n 
(5.7.15) 
and 
^K ^k M 
T= y n(yt,,...,ytj^...^y — ^ - — 
k t^M^^ k,\ k,\i^, y-{p + \)n M -n V 
(5.7.16) 
By applying Gould's identity (5.1.1) with a and y replaced by 
a-(p+l)M and Y - ( P + 1 ) M , (5.7.15) leads to the right hand side of 
(5.7.8). 
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Now, by using (5.7.3), (5.7.13), (5.7.14) and (5.7.16) to observe 
that L2=T. Thus L, =8-1^, and the desired Laurent expansion (5.7.8) 
follows at once. 
In order to show that (5.7.10) implies (5.7.11), differentiate 
(5.7.10) with respect to ^, noting that 
i A = i z ^ (5.7.17) 
td^ Cd + O 
and multiplying both sides of the resulting equation by the factor 
iP + V), one gets 
t ^^.t^^n A^^>K, . . . ,^ . ;z . , . . . , z j r 
I-PC k\ kr=0OC-(P+^W 
xQ(^„...,^^)n ^^  , 7 (5.7.18) 
Thus, substituting for the last sum in (5.7.18) by means of 
(5.7.10) readily gives (5.7.11). 
The extension of (5.5.8) and Srivastava's generating function 
(5.3.2) is given by replacing the coefficients Q.{k^,...,k^) in (5.7.1) by 
Q.{S\k^,....S^k^), where S\,....,S^ are arbitrary positive integers. 
Formula (5.7.11) follows also as a limiting case of the 
generating function (5.7.8) when | / | ->oo. Thus, for bounded Y,Y^OO, 
(5.7.8) may be looked upon as being independent of (5.7.10) and 
(5.7.11). 
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Application of Theorem 5: 
By using (5.7.8) and specializing the coefficient Q(^,,...,^^) in 
view of the definition Srivastava and Panda [98], obtain a new class of 
generating function for the generalized Lauricella hypergeometric 
function of several complex variables. 
Z y iriaj) y + (^ + l)n Fr '^ 'K , . . . ,m , ;z„ . . . z j r 
= (l + OZ (-1) 
/i=0 1 ^ , V « J n 
C+I:D';...;D"'' \[(c):v',..y'],[l-r/(^+l):'"i,...,m,]:[(rf'):5'];...;[(rf<''>):<J<'''];^ ^' I'••••A b >  r / 
(5.7.19) 
where, and in what follows. 
Ha./J) 
( 
Fr '^ 'K, . . . ,m, ;z„ . . . ,zJ = 
a + (y^  + l)« 
« 
r^+l:B^...;B''W[(fl):^V.y''],-a-^":m,,...,m,]:[(nn-.4(6^''):«»<''], _ _ ) /'C 7 9 A \ 
and 
<a,l3) 
^-V Kv.. ,m,;2,, . . . ,2j 
=(-1)" I (-1) ;^,(-Qf + (/? + l);7)^_„ (M-« ) ! 
z5 Q(^,,...,;t,-L- ^ 
For, / = ar, (5.7.20) yields 
(5.7.21) 
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^ ^{a,P) 
« + (/? + !)« Fr-^>K,...,m,;z„...,zjr=(l + 0 " 
r^+l:B';...;B('-' {[{a).e'..M''^ll-al(P+\):>rn m,];[(6'):«C];...;[(A('-> ):«(<'•)]; / ' _ ^ \ - ' n i _ (-rV'"'- 7 \ 
C^\:D',...,D^'^\c):^' ^ f ) ],[l-a/(/?+l);m,,...,/«, ]:[(</'):n.;[(</^'''):^^'''];^ ^ ^ " " " ' ^ ^ ^ '' ' ' 
(5.7.22) 
on the other hand, if |^|->oo, (5.7.20) would formally yield the 
generating function. 
n=-oo i P^ 
r^:B';...;B<'''([(a):«'..>''']:[(6'):f];-;[(*^'''):(i>"'']; / / - r " ' ' r (^rV"^ r \ CS 7 9^^ 
The generating functions (5.7.23) and (5.7.24) can alternatively 
be deduced from the general results (5.7.10) and (5.7.11), respectively, 
by specializing the coefficient Q(A:,,...., A:^ ). 
Multidimensional Laurent Series: 
Apart from multiple series extensions of Theorem 1 to 4 (Section 
5.2 to 5.4) of several complex variables Zp...,z^ Srivastava and Panda 
[98] gave several multivariable generating functions in terms of 
multidimensional Laurent series. 
A|,..,*r=0 
^ ra,+(/?,+l)«,+A,l,^ 
X 
;=1 
-^, V«,,....,«, e{0,±l,±2,....} (5.7.24) 
corresponding to a given multiple sequence {C(n^,...,n^)}; here 
a,,/?,,A,, and /^,.(/ = l,.„,r) are complex parameters independent of 
The following cases of interest arise: 
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Case 1: 
If //, =m,({ = l,...,^'),when m,,...,w^ are positive integers, then 
(5.7.28) yields. 
(a, ,...,a;.;/J,,...,/?;.) r o j -, 
» _£_ for.+(/?,.+1)«,. + Al,.^ z*' 
*1, .,*r=0 
V(n, G{0,l,2,...,},m, e[1,2,3,...},/ = l,..,r) (5.7.25) 
and, A^:J:;:2;;:;2;^[^,...,^;Z„...,ZJ= X ^ C(^„...,^ ,) 
n 
/•=i 
a,-(A+i)«,+A^,V* 
m,l^-«,. y ^,! 
, V«,,m, e{1,2,3...},/ = l,...,r. (5.7.26) 
Case 2: 
If /^ , =-w,(/ = l,...r), where m,,...,w^ are positive integers, then 
(5.7.28) yield. 
(ai a,;P],...,Pr) 
= z E c( .^v..,^ .)n 
Al=0 kr=0 (=1 
ra,+(A+i)«,+;iAV.*' 
n, -m,A:, 
V(«, G{0,l,2,...,},m, e[1,2,3,...},/= l,..,r) (5.7.27) 
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